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HOULTON ONE OF 
FOUR REVENUE 
^DISTRICTS
New K rista of the State Made with Augusta as the Center
PU NS FOR BANGOR
MERCHANTS COMING
TO AROOSTOOK
The committe in charge of the B a n ­
gor Cham ber of Commerce excursion 
into Aroostook county is rapidly com­
pleting its plans for the tour, the date 
for which has been set for Monday (
Sept, 8, the tour to last a week. The
tenative itinerary announced by the ----------------
committee is as follows. The following is a list of the tax
Monday— Cars will assemble at payers in Houlton who pay more than 
Bangor Chamber of Commerce at 8.30 $100 in taxes.
HOULTON’S HEAVIEST 
TAXPAYERS
List of Tax Payers Who Pay 
More Than $100
Leighton A* Feeley
The tax rate this year is $.'’ .15 and 
while it is not as high as it has been 
in years past, yet there is no town in 
the state where the money is spent any -McKay Murdoch 
more judiciously, or where the tax ! McLeod, i>. i\ 
payers get any more for their money ,
Lew in , W. S. 1'10.65
L it t le ,  Jlohn H enry 234.21
Logan , Win. H enry
H e irs or Dev. o f 179 71
Lo w e ry , Frank 143.65
L ow ery , Frank  G. 166.49
Low ery , Fred  L. 213.4"
Lo w e ry , M urray  J. 13h ‘>6
L ow ery , W i l l is  A. 182.23
Ludw ig , La wrenet 161.45
Ludw ig , L. (). 828.77
Lum ber!t, A. L. 268.39
MeBurn ie, Edmund 153 57
M o d u s k ey, Chas. H. 9(( 8. (Ml 
1 " "  38MeClusk oy, John C.
M eG arv Bios. 4 69.35
MeGary. Carrie  B. 116.55
Mc(Jee, W. L. 201.45
McGinle;y. Geo. W . 128.21
M e ln ty n John C. 121 "8
M e ln ty n \ Mrs. J. <\ 141.75
SHIPMENT OF
o ’clock; 9 a. m., leave Bangor Cham-  
' ber of Commerce for Mattawam keag;
There are to be four sub-distrirt in jun€h a t Mattawam keag; supper and 
the new Internal revenue district of night in Houlton.
Maine. Headquarters will be in Houl- Tuesday— Breakfast and lunch at
ton, Bangor. Lewiston and Portland.;Houlton; visit Mars Hill and Blaine;
The main office will be at Augusta, supper and night at Fort Fairfield. *u„n linf]n.  n, n n a „ am a„*. t
where Collector Tebbetts will be on j Wednesday— Breakfast and lunch 1 ^  ™ \h management of the | Madman, j ames r  & A)i
w ean esaay  ureaKiasi ana mncn e fflcjent Board of Selectmen, consist- tMadigan, j. <*. &
Shipped fromm Houlton 
August 13th
Caribou.
Thursday— Breakfast and lunch at 
Caribou; supper and night at Van  
Bnren.
Friday— Breakfast at Van  Buren;  
lunch at Fort Kent; Fort Kent to Ash-
duty. In addition to these, there will at p0rt Fairfield; supper and night at 
be 12 other’aub-dlvisions at Skowhe- 
gan, Watervttte, Gardiner, Belfast,
Dexter, either Fort Fairfield or Presque 
Isto, Rockland, Maohals, Bath, Rum- 
ford, Farmington and Blddeford.
These districts will tp some extent 
follow the lkiCe of the Congressional 
districts of the state, though not abso­
lutely. This plan hag been decided up­
on because it is felt that such an ar­
rangement will be of greater conveni­
ence to tpe people of Maine in trans- 
yfleftu their business with the Intern­
al Revenue department As this basi- 
ness Is very large-^ -Malne paid about 
120,090,000 internal revenue taxes last 
year and wiir probably pay $35,000,000 
this year—the wisdom of this can be 
seen. Of the three states in the New 
Hampshire district Maine was the 
largest tomtorftaU* and in number of 
people, and the district of Maine will j 8et w in  be  large  
be the largest subdivision created from 
the old New Hampshire district 
It Is uademOood that the force which
ing of F. A. Peabody, Howard  W e b b  
and Robert M. Lawlis.
Abernethy, ('has. 
Abernethy, James 
Adams, John X.
Adams, Wm. C. 
Anderson. Burnett
. . , Archibald, Jas.
land; supper and night at Presque Astle A)fred E
lelC- Bank, Farmers National
Saturday— Leave Presque Isle for Bank, First National 
Bangor iBank, Houlton Savings
_ .  __ ... ... ,. , , < Bell, Arthur Henry
The committe will call upon whole -1 Berman M B
sale and retail establishments and , Bernstein, Joe 
banks to enroll mem bers for thejBerrie, p . s .
Arostook party, but Its labors will be j Berry> Chas* h . 
lightened and the cooperation will b e j Ben,y’ Iveonar(1 
appreciated If those planning to make \ Berry, t . r .  s. 
the trip will enroll at the Cham ber of j Bishop. Fred m . 
Commerce. A  number of business [ BIake* W- s - 
houses have already been pledged
the trip and It is expected that the j Brown! James a . 
number leaving Bangor on the date I Browne, j .  a .
Browne & Co., J. A.
The purpose of the excursion is to g ^ onj 11,' jmer 
establish closer relations between the | Burleigh, Bertha 
business men of Bangor and those of j Burleigh, Hairy
Burnham, John E.■ will be required te handle the business Aroostook county with whom Bangor  
of the Portland district will number J merchants have been doing business  
about eeven, while at Lewiston tbe jfor yearS) numerous prominent mer-  
staff will the same as In Bangor, five j chants of this city never having been I 
deputies. At'Houlton, three will be|over tbe Aroostook county line. M ay - I 
roqpired. In each place the office of or W oodm an  is also planning to make  
the sub-district will be located b the tbe trip with the business men, and  
federal building. Augusta, the head- the city council will likely send a del- > 
quarters of tbo district of Maine will, egation.
in addition te having oversight of the The committee in charge of the i 
oriole State’s work,'look after a sub- [plans Is composed of J. G. Utterback, j 
district consisting of part of the j chairman; A. S. Chamers, H. A. i 
Third Congressional district. j Chapman, W . K. Hanson, H. W .  Lib -j
Under th# present plan, Maine is di-j bey, D r. E. E. Patten, E. T. Savage !  
vlded up toto anlts o f  about 25,000 c  R  youngs.
population esohof wjjrtch is delegated ^  ________________
to a deputy coHecW wbo has entire ; c u D It irD C  i u f f t  iri 
charge of all federal tax matters in SHRINERS MEET IN
bis zone. PRESQUE ISLE THURSDAY
When the new arrangement goes I Every  effort is being made to make ;! 
Into effect, it .Is probable that all the [the m id-sum m er ceremonial of Kora  
deputies in this section will have their Temple which will be held in Presque ' 
headquartetf'^CMdultbri and under Isle, Aug. 21, a memorable occasion and * 
tbeir new plan, each man to special- the committees are exerting them ] 
Ise In some phase of federal tax work, selves to the limit in concluding the ( 
This Is believed to be a very advisa- elaborate plans outlined for^this pil- < 
ble plan as continual work and study j grimage. The visit of the Shrine to ' 
on one branch of war revenue is nec- Presque Isle will be a notable event | 
essary in order to become thoroughly in the Kora Temple history in the , 
proficient. county. “Great and Glorious" will be <
One man will devote his entire time the ceremonies the official pamphlet <
and attention to the income tax and says. ‘
the others will specialize on admission j Business meeting, short and snappy ( 
taxes, sales .taxes and the numerous (reading of petitions) 5 o ’clock. <
other important sources * of' revenue Oriental feast under the personal ' 
that Uncle Sam needs to pay off his : direction of Noble  George Robinson |
war debt of some twenty billion d o l - , o f  Aroostook county at 6 o ’clock (
fa y  Ceremonial session at 7.:><J previous. (
These men will have larger units of 1to " i l l  be the official reception
territory to cover than'the smaller of our distinguished guest, W
zone units, it Is expected each work-
Free-
land Kendrick, Imperial Potentate of
in, out. of districts and covering his the A A 0  N M ot Nor!h Ameri 
entire eectlon each week. Deputies of ca> and 11,8 companions.
this kind will be located at Skowbe-: Every member shonld bring his 1919
card for admission.
Chandler ’s Band of Portland will
gan, Waterville, Gardiner, Belfast,
Dexter, Fort Fairfield, Presque Isle,
Machala, Batlf, Rumford, Farmington accompeny the officials and the Aral, i
The iPatro1 w111 doubtless perform in their 
usual attactive costumes.
j Heirs or Dev. of 261.45
Burpee, Caroline 129.15
[ Buzzell, OJin 347.13
i Buzzell, Wm.
• Heirs or Dev. of 240.98
'Callanan, Jas. and Wm. 133.25
Calvin, Chas. E. 1(18.52
('air. W. 1*:. 307.13
!Carroll, Chas 216.27
1 Cary, Phoebe 132.30
Cary, Walter 134.51
Cates, F. A. A- Co. 217.35
Cates, Harry M. A- Son 475.65
Chadwick, John G. 141.60
Chamers, Hnnah 122.85
Chaloner, Lucy 1 (KI.80
Chamberlain, Albert 151.52
Chambers, Eldoroado 194.52
Clark, Frank P. 189.63
Clark, M. M. 11 6.40
Cleveland, E. L. 675.36
Cochran Drug Store 1 16.25
Copaii, Henry 182,.81
('ogam James
Heirs or 1 )<>v. of 527.75
Co., Astle Music 1 16.55
('<>., E. L. < 'Icvelaud 553.92
Co., 1 mini Furuit uiv 686.70
<'(>., A. li. Fogg 1744.5e
Co., B. S. Green Bros. 172.5c
Co.. Fred E. Hall 237.85
( ’o., Geo. A. 1 liill 161.11
Co.. 1 (allot t M'Kcen 16.5.58
Co.. Hamilton Grant I5'(. 72
'o., 11. J. Hat ha way 157.5"
Co., Houlton Foundry K- Machine 125.25
: '<>.. I loulton Furnit uiv 296. K(
. ’o.. Huggard Bros. 1 26.H((
'.>,, McCluskey Bros. Ililttr. 2 8;:. 7,1
'(>., Me* ' try Shoe 1 89. OK
'->., IHuiiam Hardware 178.80
\1., Times Publishing' BC.lc
'onlogin*. Mrs. Mar.v 1 12.70
'onnors, 1 »aniel .!. 1 U6.95
’ott!". Sophia 1 16.48
Yaig, Margaret J. 152.93
'rawfnrd, Spofford L.
Heirs or Dev. of Id  .15
"usliing, Alston 1 10.25 1•niton, Louis 1 > . 4 -
>avis, Isaac H. 4 17.22 l
•easy, James H. 222.87
(ickison, Almatia I57.5U [
'oeseher. J. Fred 13,6.88 ■'
Hioald, Herbert J. 165.19 ‘
Mice
I ’ieree, L. A. A- J. M. 
j Mailigan, J. ('. Estate Trustee 
j Madigan, Estate of A. W.
$ 131.83 | Mann, Fred W.
188.85 ! Manson, Ezekiel 
142.54 | Mansur, Carrie Q.
232.32 j Heirs of Dev. of
111.68 ; Mansur, W. Philip 
302.41 [Marriott, J. J.
282.56 ! Martin, W. A.
173.25 j Heirs or l)ev. of 
472.50 ‘ Merritt, Albert (7.
173.25 j Merritt, Geo. F.
109.47 ; Michaud, J. T.
125.85 i Millar, John A.
144.75 ; Miiliken, E. E.
147.90 Mitchell. Fred W.
221.14 j Monument Lodge No. 96 
189.64 , Mooers, Albert E.
139.70 j Mooers, Finley 
120.49 j Moore, Geo. W.
343.82 J Moore, Samuel J.
213.26 j Moores, I ). H.
129.47 I Mowatt, Frank W.
, Munro, Alex G.
271.85 j Murray, Michael
775.69 j Heirs or Dev. of 
315.00 j Xealey, Ferdinand 
i>68.42 ixevers, Bessie P.
138.4o j v^ewbegin, Parker C.
191.83 j Nickerson, Geo. Q.
417.38 ; Nickerson, Martha
Nickerson, Walter 
, Osgood, ('has. S.
129.15 j paiir,er John K.
 ■ p a i,nei . A
i Parks, Augustus Z.
! Peabody, Frank 
, F’eobody, James 
Peabody, Maurice 
Peabody, Robt.
Pearce, Frank W.
Heirs or Dev. of 
Pearce, Varney 
Pennington. Annie 
Pennington, A unit* Admx.
Donnell, Myra L.
11, \V. ('. 
Donnelly, Geo. F. 
Donovan, Timothy J. 
Dunn, Geo. B.
Dunn, Geo. E.
Dunn, Lucinda R. 
Dyer. Frank L.
Earle ik White 
Edblad, Hannah 
Fairbanks, S. A. 
Ervin A- Ervin 
Faulkner, H. M. 
Feeley, B. B.
Fogg, ('has. H.
Foss, \V. E.
toast amount of Inconvenience.  ^ ,a8t* I/,x H, os
It iz reported that the Held force of Thousands of visitors from all parts
the district of Maine will consist of 29 of Malne an<J N e w  B e w i c k  were  ... *  So„
doputlea while the clerical force re-1there and a11 we,'e " Ith the j.;milv
haired In the offices of the district will beauty of t,le natural surroundings of
nambor 15 to 20. It la not deflnltely tbe new krounds
The various buildings are fast near-
and Blddeford. It is understod. 
plan is said to include an arrange 
ment by which each man will be a t 1 
bis home station on Monday and : WOODSTOCK OPENS 
ffiBOMlay of each week and on the NEW PARK WITH 
other days of the week will ho at de- D A r I N r  r VcNTc
which be has Oupervislon. In this way , TULL KAlIffij E.VLN Id
■Ignated places of the territory over j The management of the new Wood-  
tkoee who have reason to consult the | stock race track are to be congratul-  
deputy colector and agents of the col- ated upon the success attainged at the 
lector will be* able to do so with the formal opening of track on Thursday
last.
119.55 
52 1.17 
1U3.49 
171.81
1213.07
253.42
171.99
179.40
354.38
159.08
125.85
340.50
140.97
119.55 
498.18 
143.96
557.55 
128.83
285.24
110.25
of
known when the divorce of Maine from
the present district of New Hampshire lng comPletlon. The huge grand stand
__ . - . . .  wi l l  uaot 9(1A(1 npnnlp oil w i l l  lui inwill take place but is expected that it 
will be shortly. Collector Leon O. 
Tebbetts has not been advised from 
Washington as tl this yet.
Heirs of Dev,
French, Walter 
French, L. B.
French, (). F.
Heirs of I -cv. of 
Friedman, Simon 
Frisbie, Fred. White, Letitia K 
and Hortense R. and Annette 
Ross; Frisbie, Horton and 
Kimball
I ’owcrs. 1 Jew flly n 
1 9 >\\ t-rs, I ’a n I ! I . 
i 91-;. art on. L. S. 
Putnam, A J1 >»■ rt T.
! ’u t n;i m, A . T.  A- AI.
1 ’ lit no m, 1 9''■■ 'In r 
Putnam,  1 1. * - ■ k Hawk  
!!■ : i . nr Dev. ..! 
i ' an iam.  Har r y  k. 
Putnam,  Mar i a Haekt 
Putnam.  Tims.  P. 
Putnam.  Wal l ' - : ’ 1\. 
Radigan,  James (' . 
Rlmda, Fvanw L. 
ki 'diards,  Jontim 
Rii-bards, <1. W.  A- <'■ 
Picl ia I’ds, Gen. W. 
R ideout . I a lia 
knack,  Patr i ck 
Heirs m ! m\ . nf 
Robinson,  .lo-etdi 12. 
Rose, Justin 
Russell,  G e n .  A. 
Sounder.  A. J. 
Saunders,  Eve lyn G. 
SeclcY. W h c m i u h  
Sima, Kathe r ine  
Sheehan, I tennis 
Shirley.  < >sear 
Sineock, Frank 
Sineork.  b'rtink
Hannah 2nd A Jean 
Smalley, Catherine 
Smart, A. B.
Smart, .Mae 12.
Smith, Allen T.
Smith Bros 
Smith, John 
Smith, (>lin M. 
Somerville, Wm. G. 
Starkey, ( ’has. W. 
Starrett, Edgar < >. 
Stephenson, kobert 
Stewart, Alhimi 
Taggett, Geo. 1-'. 
Taggett A Gartley 
Taylor, 12liziibetli 
Tenney, ('has. P.
>1'
ill seat 2000 people, all ill be
readiness for the Fair Sept. 9.
O ur Canadians cousins have always
loyally supported Houlton’s racing
events and other celebrating and with Gallagher, Robert
the splendid roads between Houlton Pederson, Frank
and Woodstock it goes without saying A 'Gentle, Geo S.
Below we are giving you the dates that whenever our sister town pulls G jbs()1)> T ,,ssa
Gilpatrick, ( »ra 
Gorham, Geo. A. 
Hackett, Julin D. 
Hagan, James A. 
Hall, Fred E.
Hall, Geo. A.
FAIR EXCURSIONS
of the fairs to be held at Bangor and off a celebration Houlton will be there 
on the line of this road: with a good representation.
Caribou Pair, August 1 9 - 2 0 - 2 1 . ------------------
Eastern Maine Pair,, Bangor, A u -  SNELL HOUSE SOLD 
gust 25 to 29.
Houlton Pair, August 26 to 29.
P m n i Isle Fair, September 3 to 6.
Rows* trip excursion tickets will be 
4M)ld from prin&pal points as shown 
in tariff to tlto different stations at 
which firir Hi to bo held at one and 
on**half fturd for the round trip.
For the Aroostook Excursion tickets 
wfU be sold from Bangor and princi- 
pal stations on the Maine Central 
Railroad to Presque Isle and return 
commencing September 1 with tickets 
UtaHed tor return September 6.
Further infomation regarding fares, 
■•Bing and limiting of tickets will be 
•jvon by the different ticket agents 
of hy the underaigned.
Geo. M. Houghton,
ffonOral Passenger Agent.
TO E. L. CLEVELAND
A  deal of considerable size and in-
deslrable property.
ling of the property the house now  
being under lease to L. L. Scott and 
having a  very large patronage.
Repairs on the outside are being  
made and some work will be done on 
the interior.
78.(13 
82.(id
4 15.80 
626.54
866.25
113.25 
165.23 
144.75 
306.35 
140.18 
734.59 
478.96 
100.02 
120.50 
119.55 
129.16
B. S. Green returned Friday from a 
trip to his Manchester, N. H. store, 
having been there to assist in its 
opening.
Hallett, J. Alton 11 3.25
Hamilton, Samuel D. 289.97
i llanagan, Fred O. 145.54
Harkins, John P. 109.79
Harrigan, Fred 185.39
; Henderson. Wm. H. 120.18
; Hiscoek, Geo. H. 170.27
Hogan, Fred A. 152.31
Holdaway, T. V. 148.63
Houlton Grange No. 16 2453.85
Houlton Trust Co. 110.25
Houlton Woolen Mill 441.00
Hughes, Llewellyn 177.83
Hume, Frank 191.52
Inghram, B. Frank 119.24
Innis, H. Wilder 105.06
Jackins, Kendall 113.40
Jackson, Lillian A. 122.85
Kierstead, Norman 106.95
Ketchum, Frank 183.18
Kidder, Jas. H. 132.30
Lane, Samuel 292.80
Lape & Pearce 132.30
Lawlis, Martin 347.30
1 leirs <w 1 lev.
Tenney, Mary S.
Heirs or I lev. <0 
Tkilladean. Win. J.
Tomi'kins, Lincoln 
Tozier, Henry 12.
Tva ry ,  ,1 nelson
Vail, Edwin L.
Van Tassel, Geo. W.
Ward, Barker M.
Watson, John 
Watson A Co.. John 
Webb, Eben A Caleb 
Webb, Howard 
White, S. L.
White, Stella K.
Whited, Emma M.
Williams, ('has. 12.
Wilson, Chas. H.
Heirs or Dev. of 
■Wilson. -Mrs. Jennie 
Wilson, Lillian E.
'Wilson, Mathew 
Heirs or Dev. of 
Wise, Hope'
Wood, Kohl. H.
Wyer, Martha A.
Non-Residents  
Auher. Geo. \V. 5 
Benn, Geo. H.
Bird, John W.
Co., American Agricultural and 
Chemical
Co., Bowker Fertilizer
n i i m i i m m  /v»i STATE OFFICE OPEN-
| ED IN HOULTON
j The State Board of Charities and 
; Corections, which acts ex-offico as a
C T  k  D I  n  P D  A T I  State Board of M others' A id  and a 
j j  A l  L i t .  Btate ®oard of Children’s Guardians,
has, with the co-operation of the 
county commissioners of Arostcok  First f a r l n a H  rtf P n t a t f l P S  County’ opened an office for its fieldi  i i m  L d i iu d u  o i  r o i a i o e s  work jn the northern part of the state
at 82 Main Street, Houlton. The agent  
in charge is Mrs. Nettie A. Burdon of  
this town, formerly the county agent  
for the protection of children for
--------------- Aroostook County. A  part of the work
The first carload of potatoes to be which Mrs. Burdon has to do in the 
shipped out of Houlton from the 1919 new office is the same as that which 
crop was sent by Geo. H. Benn on she did as a county agent for the pro- 
Wednesday. August 13, for which the . tection of children, in that she will 
price paid was $5.00 per barrel. have to do with cases of abuse and
This was the first of 16 carloads neglect of children, but whereas in the 
which left Houlton last week the past she has worked more or les.-i as 
,(10 65 prif>e gradually dropping to $4.00 per a prosecuting officer, the new law
757.57 barrel. Contemplates that the agents of t ie
235.31 W h ile  this is not the earliest ship- Board of Children’s Guardians sh i l l  
128.05 ment, it augurs well for the crop in be engaged more particularly in car-  
.’30 74 Aroostook a| it shows how rapidly the ing for the children who may be eom-
1552!48 Potatoes develop in the Garden of mitted to the State Board by the 
484.95 Maine, and with the continued weath- courts, after prosecuting of the adult  
er which has been so adapted to the at fault in the neglect has been insti- 
growing of potatoes it now looks as tuted, ^ h e re  necessary, by the local
134.67 1 though the growth will not be reatrd- officials— the Municipal Boards of
166.48 ed for some time. Children’s Guardians, of which there
362.57 The earliest shipment from Houlton is one in every town. A  limited nura-
^  so far as known was July 29, 1901, ber of towns have arranged for the
157.50 w hen E. L. Cleveland Co. sent a car- creation of special boards, but in most  
423.52 load packed in bushel boxes. towns the duty is performed by the
174.68 Only a few of the buyers have as board of overseers of the poor, acting
'93 43 yet opened up their houses, but those ex-officio as a board o f mother’s a i d , , 
13L 99 who have were offering $4.00 per bar- charged with the administration, ua- 
144.44 rel on Tuesday. der the supervision of the State Board
no. 1 0 __________________ of the mother’s pension law, so-call-
36225 T H F  H A IT I  T f l N  P A I D  e<* an<  ^ as a ® oard ° *  Children’s
^ 7,5 1 i i iE .  n v A l L I V i l i  T A I IV  Guardians with the investigation of
118.91 I Tuesday brings the opening cases o f abuse and neglect of children.
1 16.09 
116.4(1 
127.43 
113.40 
478.80
762.30
..f
287.12
132.15
169.95 .day of Eighth Annual exhibition of the Many of these ex-officio boards, which  
392.19 j Houlton Agricultural Society and vis- are composed entirely of men, the ar- 
‘ itOFs may rest assured of a cordial raneine for a woman to assist thorn in 
welcome to our town.
During the past few  months the vari-
P erry. Josinh I K 157.35
P terce, Anna P. 105.52
P ierce, ( ' larenee H. 21 5 f. 61
P ierce. James  M. 1 69.63
P ien-e, 1 .iMiiiii i'd 135.93
I ’la l i t, Le v i  H. 122.38
Blumm el', . lames K. 11 25.14
Bi > i-1 er. A.  Harr is
j >,
1leirs i >r Dev. , 
Ira .1
,f 1 15.87
1 8>\\CIS. I c i l  A. H.
Heirs m- 1 lev. 111 697.72
i 8> wers,, El isha S. 129.15
1 ’<IWtTS, Frederieh A 1 56 1.15
201.45 i ‘ ------------- - -  -  -----------  ranging for a wo an to assist them in
135.30 !wep;onie to our town. their work with children.
133.72 i    f    i-  Mrs. Burdon comes to the new po- 
2<i5 S6 ons committees have worked un- sition well equipped also for the work
ceasingly to procure proper amuse- which she will have to do where w id-
ment for the thousands who will be owed mothers with small children are
153.41 lu re  during the week of Aug. 26-29. concerned and where children who are
The grounds have been enlarged a not wilfully misued by their parents 
new entrance has been installed and but rather have none, and have no re l-  
a general rearrangement of the mid- atives able to care for them, Ow ing  to 
way section has been made all of the fact that prior to the opening of  
which will add to the comfort of the the Aroostook County Branch of the 
visitors. N ew  England Home for Little W and -
Tho amusement committee have erers at Caribou, there were no in- 
procured splendid talent for the plat- stitutions. homes or home finding  
form. Lew W a lk e r  the famous mid- agencies for dependent children in the 
way man will be here with several noithern part of the State, she was  
shows. M ajor Potter of the Royal often called upon to assist in finding 
Flying Corps a real honest to good- homes for unfortunate children, 
ness flyer with a Canadian Bombing She speaks French as well as English  
Plane will do circus stunts in the air. and this will be a yseful accomplish­
e s .21 
122.54
>14
215.62
1 96.1(9 
193.89 
255.15 
119.711
rec.
each day. plenty of ment along the northern 
Firework, and the best Aroostook County.
19.66
Ball gann 
good music.
ficid of nice horses ever entered, all 
means that as u^ual visitors to the 
Houlton Fair Aug. 26-29 will get their 
money's worth.
It is desired to call the attention of 
all ihose who plan on (altering horses 
for the Pulling Contest at the Fair, 
that all entries for such must lx3 made1 56.25
by 9 a. m.. Tuesday. Aug. 26th. The 
, 1X.;;:> contest for single horses will take 
t47.9»i place on Tuesday. Aug. 26th at 9 a. m. 
!v.<9"> 'pjia( for double teams on Wednesday. 
Aug. 27 th at 9 a. m.
border of
374.85 
159.M8
.6 1
in
259.4(1
158.14
119.55
1 7(1.89
12c.;:;',
211915
352.(12
126.0d
2 (19.3 2 
203.03
119.55
252.00 
I 10.25 
102.22 
162.07 
436.12 
100.80 
160.65 
117.97
REV. F. A. GILMORE
Tin* many Houlton friends of Rev. 
F. A. Gilmore pastor of the Unitarian  
church in this town, were saddened to 
learn ot his death on Sunday a fter­
noon, which occurred in Grand Menan  
where with his wife In3 was enjoying  
a vacation.
Particulars of his death could not 
he had, hut he had not been well for
It was at first planned to have an 
office in the County Court House, as 
is the ease in the location of the 
branch or district offices of the State  
Board at Portland and Bangor, but 
there seemed to be no room available.  
When not travelling over the district 
which she has to cover. Mrs. Burdon  
plans to be at her office, where she 
has telephone connection, each week  
day from eight until five, except for 
the noon hour. The territory ass ign ­
ed hy the State Board to this district, 
for the present, covers the county of  
Aroostook and the northern parts of 
Penobscot and Washington counties.
EVERY HUNTER IN
MAINE MUST REGISTER
Now that the hunting season is 
coming on. and is on to a certain ex ­
tent it will be well for hunters to r e ­
member that one of the laws passed  
by the Legislature of 1919 provided
Kora., time anti this together with the for thp registration ot resident hun-
ters. The law referred to is Chapter  
173 of the Public L a w s  of 191, Section
fact that he lost two sons in service 
in France had much to do with his 
death.
Mr. Gilmore's native home was in 
Belfast. He graduated from Colby in 
n o .ki 1890 and entered the ministry, oc- 
355.80 cupying a number of pastorate pre- 
1 L .66 vj()US f() going to N ew  York City where  
11057 a secretaria  ^ position with the
112.94 Church Association, coming to Houl- 
472.50 ton in May, and c ommenced his church 
11«.2.> work in June, preaching in this town 
80 and a s^o Pastor of the Unitarian
churches in Presque and Fort Fair- 
100.so field in connection with his pastorate  
22f>.65 b ere.
123.33
1U6.32 
1 20.02 
2(»7.75 
126.64
2438.42 
1130.85 
106.63
280.35 
460.70 
207.90 
126.00 
240.98
100.80 
253.89 
110.25
132.77
128.36 
160.50 
290.12
His son who was at Davidson came 
to Houlton Monday and left later in 
the day for Belfast where the remains 
were taken for interment hy Mrs. G i l ­
more.
1 of which reads as follows:
“Section 1. N o  resident of this 
State shall hunt, in any manner, at 
any time, or pursue, take, cath. kill, 
destroy, or have in possession within  
the limits of this State, any wild an i­
mals or wild birds without having  
: first procured a certificate of regis- 
1 tration therefor as hereinafter provid ­
ed, and then only during the respec­
tive season when it shall be lawful and  
subject to all other provisions of chap­
ter thirty-three of the revised sta­
tutes; provided that nothing in this 
act shall be constructed as affecting 
in any way the provisions of the sta­
tutes relating to trespass, nor shall 
the possesion of such certificate grant 
or confer any previlege nor enjoyed
During his Slav in Houlton although ' pr,or ’ °  the passage of this a c t  nor  
it was  short hr made many friends sha11 lhe Previsions o f this act he o n -  
outside of his church by his friendly ; strued as a W"J,,n*  t0 “ "Protected w  Id
manner and his good qualities, while b,rds or as tbe " * ht ot bona
In his church work he was a success resident of this State or his un -
mediate family, to hunt without suchand his people were looking forward to 
the coming winter with a great deal license on land owned by him or on
of anticipation and the pleasure of lan<l leased by him and on " ' " U ’ h?J   »  11.. ,] n Ly • 1 n yj a n rl iirKTnll 1 rt n
hearing a man of Mr. Gilmore’s ability. is actually domiciled and which land  
for__________________  is used exclusively  agricultural
1 purposes.
WEDDING TODAY “The words ‘resident of this State’
The marriage of Miss Grace Arch i- wherever used in this act shall be 
bald of this town to George V inell of construed to mean any person subject 
Portland will take place this Wednes- to the provisions of section sixty-five  
187 43 (la>r at the home of the bride on Elm and sixty-six of chapter thirty-three  
3i5.'io Street. of the revised statutes, as amended by
Mr. Vinell has been a Physical Cul- chapter two hundred and seventeen, 
ture instructor in Portland and he (alien residents, see law  on Page  85)
258.30
111.83
381.15
Co., John 1 >eere Plow 315.00
Co., Standard Oil 110.25
Co., F. W. Woolworth 126.00
Corp., E. E. Wentworth 267.75
Estabrooke Co., T. H. Ltd. 157.50
Gray, F. Mark 189.00
International Agricultural Corp 1976.63
Mansur, Adelaide 138.60
Merritt, Chas. D. 185.85
Merritt & Sons, E. 579.60
Monson, A. Louise 122.85
Railroad, Bangor & Aroostook 
Railroad, Canadian <fc Pacific 
Rice, Joanna 
Rice, John M.
Heirs or Dev. of 
Slipp, Hanna A, & Sarah E. 
Slipp, Albert O. & Walter E. 
Swift & Co,
this State and actually domiciled here
______  | for a period of three months next prior
1680.53 i*0 h*s application for registration as 
349.65 j provided for in this act.”
354.38 ! ------------------------ .
I Grover C. Willette who has been
354.38 
130.73 
122.85
267.75,
overseas for nearly two years return­
ed home Friday, having received his 
discharge.
*
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Lose $2,400,000?” and are explaining 
to the people the rather startling fact 
that this will be the case unless the 
$10,000,000 bond issue is adopted. The 
point is an entirely new one and 
should be convincing with even the 
voter who has not the slightest in­
terest in roads if, in fact, such an in­
dividual exists. Maine pays the Fed-
said that he is “a national asset.” 
At the presentation of the freedom of 
London to the prince, a South African 
who sat next to Gen. Currie, the Cana­
dian commander, said to him: “ It is 
a funny thing, Currie, but the thing 
that binds me to you is that young 
man.” The personality of the prince 
will be of no small importance in the
nition factories, or by the civilian 
populations who gave of their money 
and their food. Shell won it, the 
tanks won it, it was won by the allied 
aviators, it was won by the depth 
bombs and submarine chasers. See
- the remedy recommended by your 
friends and neighbors,
Mrs. Margaret Colton, 122 Millitary 
St., Houlton. says: “ I was suffering 
from a weak and disordered condition
Advertising rates based upon guaran­
teed circulation.
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton 
tor circulation at second-class 
postal rates.
All Subscriptions are DISCONTIN­
UED when mors than 3 months in ar­
rears.
Everyone feels at home in the pres­
ence of a Joyous, cheerful, genial spir­
ited person.
* * *
All love Is sweet, given or returned, j their vote in no unceitain
eral Government about $2,400,00 in | future of the nations united under the 
taxes. This is almost exactly what the | British flag. Rubbing shoulders with 
Washington authorities will give j “all sorts and conditions of men" as 
Maine for good roads construction j comrades in a great cause, he has 
providing it matches this sum dollar ; developed a democratic spirit and de- 
for dollar. By doing this we get back j portment which will serve him well, 
every cent that we pay out to help j and latterly he has revealed an abili-
support our National Government. The 
vital point, however, is that unless we 
vote to have the $10,000,000 bond is­
sue we will have to pay our $2*400,000 
in taxes just the same, we will get no 
money back, and other states in the 
Union will be building their roads 
with our cash. Does this seem like 
good business? We believe that the 
majority of people in Maine will be­
lieve that it is not and will register
tone in
They who inspire it most are forun- 
ate, but they who feel it most are hap­
pier still.
* * *
When you converse with a gossip 
you talk In a graphaphone; the first
favor of the bond issue when it comes 
before them in September.
ty as a public speaker which is an 
agreeable surprise.
One thing which may be noticed as 
particularly pleasing in his avoidance 
of ” 1” , except where it is necessary, 
and his uniting of himself with the 
people by the use of “ we” . Here are 
a few of his words at the Royal Insti­
tution of Cornwall: “ We have just 
passed through four and one-lialf 
years of war- -years of destruction, not 
of production. We must make up for 
lost time; we are going to keep our 
end up in industry as we have in the
where we are landed by concentrating of my kidneys for some time. Mv
on one factor and ignoring or minim- ; ?)ai k u-;is u-eak and when I liffod any-
izing the rest. I , . , ,
_____ ; thing, sharp, shooting pains darted 
It would take a mathematician who ' . . . ., . thiougn it. Some day.- I could hardlywas also a militarv expert to give
each of the allies, and each element : t,unlgh with my work Th‘ ‘
in tin1 offence and defence, their ex- ot my kidmesv was irregular and I also 
act due. For the common sense out­
look the distribution of merit should 
he easy, and the Londoners must June 
distriimted it with a fair measure of 
impartiality in that parade. The 1 a ‘ona'*> as a preventative and they 
cheers and the laurels rigtly went out ke p my kidneys normal, 
to all the nations now linked together
in the comradeship of peace which I’rice <>dr. at all dealers. Don’t 
helped to make an end of the war and simply ask for a kidney remedy get 
open up a new era in world history. I)oan.s Kklnev Pins  ^the same that 
All of them gave to the grand result.
suf.ered from dizzy headaches. I be­
gan. using Doan's Kidney Fills and was 
n relieved. 1 still take them ce-
person who turns the crank gets the I jatelv. This is wholly wrong. All
that is needed of the total amount at 
the present time is the $2,400,000 to 
match the Government offer and pos­
sibly enough more for the Kitterv- 
Portsmouth and other bridges, to 
make the total immediate sum avail­
able about $2,000,000. The remaining 
$7,000,000 will not he issued until an­
other need arises which may not he 
for some time, perhaps a period of 
years, even then it will he put out in 
small lots as necessary. The idea 
of setting the $10,000,000 limit was to 
avoid the great cost of conducting a 
special election every time a situation 
similar to the preent one arose. It 
costs a large sum of money to conduct 
one, to say nothing of the great 
amount necessary to run a campaign 
of explanation and education in con­
nection with it. It| was to avoid these 
very great and unnecessary expenses 
that Governor Milliken decided to set 
the limit at the higher figure, as well 
as to make it possible to accept offers 
of Government aid at short notice and 
not have a situation similar to that 
of this season where we are unable to 
do any new road work because we
Another widespread misunderstand- war. and we must turn more and more* 
ing regarding the proposed bond is- to science.” Speaking at Truro, he 
sue is that it is to be authorized all j.said: “ We must all do our very utmost 
at once and to he expended immed- j to see that the period of dislocation is
whole story.
* * *
He who can create his own happi­
ness in the sphere in which he finds 
himself, has within him one of the 
real elements of success in business 
and success In winning happiness.
* * *
A model husband does not hang up 
his fiddle at the door, to be taken up 
as be goes out to entertain outsiders, 
and come Into his home as devoid of 
any suggestion of music as is the face 
o f a monk.
* * *
The diodel housekeeper of today 
who is cultured and refined, and yet 
enjoys domestic life, who knows how 
to care tor the money brought into 
the borne by the husband, how to use 
it wisely and well for the comfort of 
her family, certainly understands 
domestic economy and should be an 
object lesson held up for study in the
town in which she lives.
* * *
Finish every day and be done with 
1t. For manners and for wise living 
it is a vice to remember. You have 
done what you could; some blunders 
and absurdities no doubt crept in; 
forget them as soon as you can. To- 
morow Is a new day; you shall begin 
it well and serenely and with too high 
a  spirit to be cumbered with your old 
nonsense. This day for all that is 
good and fair. It is too dear with all 
Its hopes and invitations to waste a 
moment on the rotten yesterdays.
* * *
A  want of proper domestic economy
ruined the peace of many a family. 
There are women who would carry off 
their husband’s stores on their backs 
and not half try. There are men who 
fhney when they marry that they are 
annexing something far more valu­
able than Cuba, and find later that
as short as possible, and we must com­
bine together in a spirit of mutual 
helpfulness and sympathy, inspired by 
our grand Cornish motto, ‘One and 
all’ ". If the British monarch will 
maintain that manner of thought and 
speech -avoiding the “ I" and the “my", 
('specially the phrases "my empire", 
“ my people", “my army", "my navy", 
- -he may win a position of influence 
and popularity more valuable than the 
possession of kingly prerogative.
some more, some less: there’s room 
for credit to each and no room for 
exclusive credit to any. It is never­
theless true that among the many 
contributing factors the United States 
was the deciding factor. Tins it is 
which gives a more than chance sig­
nificance to the part played hv our 
American troops in London's peace 
dav celebration.
BACK BAD TODAY?
Mrs. Colton had. Foster-Milburn Co.. 
Mfgrs., ButTallo, X. Y.
SUMMER COLDS
Many have th e ir worst colds 
during the warm months. A  
very tittle o f
Scott’s Emulsion
after meals, p u ts thai quality into the blood that helps thwart 
that rundown condition that is 
so depressing. Build up your vitality—try Scoffs.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J. 19-6
U. S. R. R. A D M IN IS T R A T IO N
D irector General of Railroads
W h e n  y o u  feel that y o u r  i BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R. 
stom ach, liv e r  o r  b lood  Is j 
out o f  o rde r, ren ew  their
Backache is usually kidney-ache and 
makes you dull, nervous and tired. I'se 
Doan's Kidney Fills for weak kidneys
weeks ago Field Marshal Hague, in a 
had no money authorized, and it takes j speech at Newcastle, asserted that 
so long to get the machinery in motion j “ the British empire won the war".
for a special election that a whole 
year is lost. The fact that only a very 
small fraction of the total amount is
But he has since disclaimed all 
thought or desire “ to attempt to 
minimize the efforts of our allies” ; he
needed now, or will he issued at the reminds the public of the admiration
present time, is the point wieh the 
public seems not to understand. With 
this clean in the minds of the people 
objections to the issue are immedi­
ately removed.
he has so often expressed for what 
“other nations" contributed to the de­
feat of Germany, and trusts that he 
may utter a word or two in praise of 
his own people without giving offence. 
And the field marshal’s attitude, a 
A DEMOCRATIC PRINCE mingling o* preference and concession
Our Canadian friends will have the ! is not greatly different from that 
Prince of Wales among them for j which has been taken by men of other , 
nearly two months in their own conn-1 nations who have lauded the achieve-j 
try and will delight to do him honor. | ments of their compatriots.
It has become customary for the he ir1 There is no question as to who lost
they have on hand nothing more than L q BrjtjSh throne, on the attain-: the war. The question as to who won
a  combined album, Ladles H °me ment of manhood, to visit the domin- I it has been asked and answered on 
Journal and medicine chest. There are J jons The p r jnce j s 25, though he | innumerable platforms since the sign- 
two sides to the picture of home, a j “ looks 18” . He has behind him that j ing of the armistice. Belgium won it 
man who has a good wife has no right j experience in which he says he “ found jby stemming the tide of invasion un
to complain though the whole world jjjs nianhood,” field service in Fland- I til the French and British could get
ers, France, and Egypt from the be-| fairly well into the field. Russia won 
ginning to the end of the great war. j it by diverting large bodies of enemy 
The soldiers who have returned to | troops to the eastern battle front, and 
Canada know him well, and from none | so delaying progress of the German 
will he have a heartier welcome. campaign. France won it by defeating 
What they call the “ link of the the Him in the battle of the Marne and
he against him, tor he’s in the major­
ity.
A drop of 95 per cent In arrests for 
drunkness in Massachusets during 
the first month under prohibition will 
require an explanation on the part of 
old John Barleycorn, should he ever crown” js a curious thing, so strong, driving him underground; what would
attempt to return and control things j intangible, holding the nations have happened had he swept on to
as of yore.— Boston Transcript.
How long since practically ever 
Boston newspaper was defending 
John Barleycorn and sneering at the 
“hypocrisy” of Maine and her prohi­
bition laws? And how long since 
Boston newspapers were doing their 
utmost to discredit Maine’s prohibi­
tion law and to assist Boston’s booze 
Interests in violating our law? We 
are glad that at lat they see the light 
and realise the truth and we hope 
they now understand how hard it was 
for Maine to enforce her laws with 
Boston determined to defeat enforce­
ment.
jof Britannic commonwealth the more 
firmly together in the most dangerous 
hours. Oftener than not. crowns and 
thrones have been burdens, not bene­
fits, and kings and princes have been 
liabilities, not assets. Many hank-
Paris? Great Britain won the war by 
her support of the French and her 
command of the seas; how would the 
land figting have gone had the German 
warships controlled the channel, the 
North sea and great oceans? Ameri-
rupt concerns have been disposed of ca won it by sending nearly 2,<h)o,ooo
by war liquidation. Only the Belgian 
and British sovereigns have drawn 
closer to their peoples and been en­
riched by their affection during these 
trying years. And this is due to per­
sonality, not to position.
Of the Prince of Wales it has been
of her soldiers to the aid of the British 
and French when, as Field Marshal 
Hague described it, they were “ fight­
ing with their hacks to the wall” . The 
war was won. from another point, of 
view, by the men on the firing line, 
or again by the workers in the mu-
OUR GRAVES IN FRANCE
The United States government pre­
fers not to attempt to bring home the 
bodies of our boys who lie In the soil 
of France. The French now forbid 
removal on grounds of public health, 
and it is an open secret that their at­
titude in this matter coincides with 
the wish of our own authorities. The 
administration hopes to hold this mat­
ter off as long as possible; if the 
American people eventually insist on 
bringing the bodies home the govern­
ment would try to do it. But such a 
project would invite conditions so 
distressing as to make the judicious 
grieve.
Hundreds of men were completely 
obliterated, so that there is no trinket, 
or medal, or token that can be asso­
ciated with them, More are wholly 
unidentified. Others exist only in 
gruesome fragments. Under these 
circumstances, would it not be better 
to follow the example of Theodore 
Roosevelt, who asked that the remains 
Of his son should He in the soil of 
Fiance, the country which the boy 
In common with thousands of other 
Americans, died to save? Our graves 
there are in friendly hands. They will 
he the object of many pious pilgrim­
ages from this part of the world. 
They will ever serve as a tie of friend­
ship between the two republics.
This Drink Doesn’t 
Change Its Price
Its quality doesn’t vary, 
and it doesn’t start a 
headache.
THe O rig in a l
Po st u m  Ce r e a l
is pure and drug-free. It 
will agree with you, and 
its rich, robust flavor 
makes it a big favorite.
Postum is a real part of 
any meal for old and 
young.
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•HALL MAINE L08E
ABOUT $2,400,000 
Tba advocates for better highways 
In this State, headed by the Maine 
Automobile Association are asking the 
question, “Would You Have Maine
i i There’s a Reason”
health b y  taking
6EECHAMS
PILLS
Largest Sale of Amy Medicine in the WorldL 
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c.
WHO WON THE WAR
It was in complete accord with the 
spirit of the recent great celebration 
in London that the organizers, by 
making place in the peace parade a 
matter of purely alphabetical succes­
sion, put aside all questions of prior­
ity as if they had never been. Under 
that dispensation the appearance of 
the Americans at the head of the ( 
line, with Gen. Pershing as leader, 
gave no countenance to rivalries, and ; 
such as have survived the strug- : 
gle are fast disappearing. Nearly four
In your head
In treating a headache, there is one safe rule to follow;— Never use any Medicine 
containing acetanilid or similar coal-tar derivatives without the ad­
vice of your physician. They may give temporary relief, but they 
almost never reach the cause of the trouble and are likely to weaken 
the heart. The most common form of headache, frequently called 
sick headache, arising from a disordered stomach, may be avoided 
by care in the choice of food. Shun pastry, candy and rich food, 
take time to eat, chew your food thoroughly and keep your bowels 
in good condition by using one-half to ore teaspoonful of “L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine after each meal. This old reliable remedy has 
been a perfect blessing to thousands for sixty years. Get a bottle 
to-day, and prove it for yourself. Any dealer has it for fifty cents, 
or we mail a free sample on request. “L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland,
Maine.
T IM E  T A B L E  
Corrected to Jure  30, 1919 
T ra in s  D aily  Except Sunday 
From  H O U L T O N
7.58 a. m.— Fur Fort Fairfield, Caribou. 
Limestone and Van Buren.
9.39 a. m. -F o r  Bangor. Portland and 
Fusion.
11.30 a. m. — Fur Ashland. St. Francis, Ft. 
Kent. Washburn, Presque Isle, Van 
Buren, via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
1.40 p. m.--For Cover A- Fuxcroft, Green­
ville, Bang'ir, Portland and Boston.
7.08 p. m .—-Fur Bangor. Portland and 
Boston, Buffet Sleeping Car Caribou 
to Boston.
7.37 p. m.--Fur Fort Fairfield, Van Buren 
Due H O U L T O N
7.50 a. m.— From Boston. Portland, Ban­
gor. Buffet Sleeping Car Boston to 
( "arihou.
9.34 a. m.— From Van Buren, Caribou, Ft. 
Fairfield.
12.50 p. m. — From Boston. Portland, Ban­
gor, Greenville. Dover & Foxcroft.
2.54 p. m. —From St. Francis, Ft. Kent, 
Van Buren, Washburn, Presque Isle, 
via Squa Pan.
7.04 p. m .— From Van Buren, Limestone, 
('arihou. Fort Fairfield.
7.33 p. m. — From Boston, Portland, Ban­
gor.
Time tables giving complete informa­
tion may be obtained at ticket offices.
GEO M. HOUGHTOX, General Passenger
Agent, Bangor, Me.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Its ASSAM quality gives it 
that rich flavor
REDBQSE
TEA'is good tea
So ld  on ly  in  sea led  pack ages
122
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE 
129 Main St. Houlton, Me.
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
Comer Pleasant Street and 
Highland Ave.
DR. L. P. HUGHES
Ransford W. Shaw Seth S. Thorntoa
SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS
Prompt attention to all business 
Houlton, Main#
Piobate matters have Special 
Attention
DR. F. 0. 0RCUTT
DENTIST
Fogg Block
DR. W. B. ROBEN
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN 
Suite 22, Mansur Block 
Tel. 156 Houlton, Maine
IF you buy a tire here, another there, you cannot expect 
uniform  tire mileage and 
service
Making Firestone Gray Side- 
wall T ires standaid for your 
car means you can forget the 
tire question. And after that 
decision, the renewal question 
w ill come up far less fre­
quently,
You can easily prove this by 
equipping with Firestones 
now.
M ost M iles p e r D o lla r
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German vessels make them dec] :re 
that th * German boats \v< rid re e 
mu 1 i i labor and m; ■: ial tl' it 
^mid b. almost as i.., iniii.. ... ,,
cratt. The ordnance would offer the 
greatest difficulty, they say, and its 
change would mean an entire re­
modeling of each ship.
ADOPTS A NEW
CONSTITUTION
The Weimar National Assembly has 
finally ratified the new constitution, 
establishing for Germany a republican 
form of government.
Three parties voted against the con­
stitution.
. ; i :
‘ a u 1 I ;!. 
’.'I. ■ . .vn
'Die
too
In l. p mdent 
it *,.. rhe 
. ervaG , e. 
.. m-
bly, the National People's party and 
the German People’s party, condemned 
the constitution as too radical. The 
.Majority Socialists, the Catholics and 
the Democrats were solidly for the 
const it ution.
In an interview in the Berliner Tage- 
blatt. Cabinet ..Minister David warns 
Germany that the danger of further 
revolution is not passed. He advocat­
ed entrance of a stronger democratic 
clement in tin1 government as a means 
of increasing stability.
The commission for rebuilding 
northern France* left Berlin recently 
for Versaillies, where it will confer 
with allied representatives regarding 
reparation of devastations as provided  
for in the treaty of peace.
“Mexico will most probably be the 
storm corner of America. Mexico, 
wth its rich possibilities, has long 
been a bite for which tin,1 United 
States has hungered. Grasped via 
.Mexico js the South American booty 
, land which Monro** reserved for the 
i Unite*! States. . South America, with 
all its important interests, has con­
cern in the raid Washington is pre­
paring agianst Mexico.”
ENTRIES FOR EARLY
CLOSING EVENTS
•Kohl Macbeth, b. g., Fred Kohl
Alton Richardson, Jr., Watered!**, Me.
Robert B . , ------- — , Ftoxiter
Caribou Driving Club, Caribou, Maine
H O U LTO N  A G R IC U LT U R A L  SO CIETY Hazel R., bl. m.. Burley
P A IR , H O U LTO N , M A IN E  
AUG UST 20, 27, 28, 29, 1919
2:12 TR O T and PACE Purse 0400.00
BlancheH., b. m, Comodore Bingen 
T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle Maine 
•General Todd, b. g., Geo. Leavitt Todd 
A. M. Newbert, So. Weymouth, Mass.
Zorn Q, b. g, Dan Q 
Harry Nevers, Houlton 
•Thomas Earle, b. s., The Earl 
P. Doherty, Houlton 
•Fern Hal, b. m., Gold Hal 
Dr. D. H. McAllister, Sussex, N. B.
(Nom. bought of J. W. Gallagher)
Betty Deen, ch. m., Aldeen 
C. J. Hanson, Presque Isle, Maine
(Nom. bought of J. H. DeW itt)
Bob Mac, b. g, Comodore Ledyard 
Simpson Bros., Amherst, N. S,
(Nom. bought of W alter Mott)
Woodcliffe King, b.s., Ashland Wilkes Jr.
E. E. Fuller, Newport, Vt.
(Nom. bought of A. M. Newbert)
Dan 8 Jr., b. s., Dan S 
Jerry Smith, Caribou, Maine
(Nom. bought of Harry Nevers)
Bell McGregor, b. m., Jay McGregor 
E. W. Russ, Caribou. Maine 
Ruth W ., ch. m., Nutwood Wilkes 
Caribou Driving Club, Caribou, Maine 
(Nom. bought of J. H. DeW itt)
U t i le  Anna 8., ch m., Peter O’Donna 
P. H. Reed, Fort Fairfield, Maine '
U tt le  Peter, ch. m., Peter the Great 
Caribou Driving Club, Caribou, Maine
(Nom. bought of J. W. Gllagher) 2:30 TROT
H. G. Dibblee, Houlton
(Nom. bought of E. E. Fuller) 
Queenie Brino, b. m., Greenbrino 
E. W. Russ, Caribou, Maine
Nutwood McKinney, ------ True McKinney
J. H. McDaniels Caribou, Maine 
Olo, ch. m., Ormonde 
George E. Gubtil, Milo, Maine 
•Master Mariner, ch. g., The Mariner 
Sam Sanford & Son, Foxcroft, Maine 
(Nom. bought of Geo. E. Gubtil) 
Ozonut, b. s., Ozone 
J. A. DeWitt, Presque Isle, Maine 
Peggy Hal, b. m., Walter Hal 
J. A. DeWitt, Presque Isle, Maine 
Alice V. Queen, b. m.t King Knight 
A. J. Saunders, Houlton
(Nom. bought of Harry Nevers) 
Peter Setzer, br. g., Henry Setzer 
L. W. Ervin, Houlton
(Nom. bought of W. R. Tyrell) 
Nero Bingen, b. s., Willie Bingen 
T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle, Maine
(Nom. bought of P. Doherty) 
Jeffrey, b. g., Cable 
E. W. McBurney, Presque Isle, Maine 
Belle Rico, b. m., Moko 
A. M. Newbert, So. Weymouth, Mass. 
•Evelyn B., b. m., Cochato 
H. R. Haley, Milltown, N. B.
Baldo, b. h., Bingara 
P. H. Reed, Fort Fairfield, Maine 
Everett B., b. g., Baron Miller 
W . Ri Tyrell, Houlton 
Our Peggy, b. m., Peter the Great 
P. Doherty, Houlton
U. S. WILL KEEP
GERMAN LINERS
2:14 T R O T  and PACE Purse $400.00
Roy Volo, ch. m., Nervolo 
W. B. Lint, Fredericton, N. B. 
Comodore Dallas, b.g., Vice Comodore 
« J. A. DoWltt, Presque Isle, Maine 
•Bob Mm ., b. g., Comodore Ledyard 
Simpson Bros., Amherst, N. S.
•Dan 8 Jr., b. s., Dan S 
.Jerry Smith, Caribou, Maine 
U ttle  peter, ch. g., Peter the Great 
Caribou Driving Club, Caribou, Maine 
Ruth W, ch. m., Nutwood Wilkes 
Caribou Driving Club, Caribou, Maine 
•Woodcliffe King, b.s., Ashland Wilkes Jr.
E. E. Fuller, Newport, Vt.
•Royal McKinney, g. g., McKinney 
C. J. Hanson. Presque Isle. Maine
(Nom. bought of E. E. Fuller) 
Jenny Penn, b. m., William Penn First 
Dr. D. H. McAllister, Sussex, N. B.
(Nom bought of E. E Fuller) 
U ttle  Ana S, ch. m., Peter O’Donna 
P. H. Reed, Fort Fairfield, Maine 
•Baron Marque, ch. g., Sir Marque 
J. H. DeWitt, Woodstock, N. B.
2:10 TR O T and PACE Purse $400.00
Tilley Tipton, b. m„ Ozone 
J. A. DeWitt, Presque Isle. Maine 
Rob Waller, b. g., Grattan McGregor 
T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle, Maine 
Lucky Strike, b. g„ Island Wilkes  
E. W. McBurnie, Presque Isle, Maine 
Hayward Wilkes, b. g., Bells Early 
Harry Nevers, Houlton,
•Homer Baughman, b.g., Gambetta Wilkes  
Perry Nelson, Presque Isle, Maine
(Nom. bought of E. W . Russ) 
Delsa Patch, bl. m., Dan Patch 
P. Doherty, Houlton 
•Baron Marque, ch. g., Sir Marque 
J. H. DeWitt, Woodstock, N. B.
•The Exposer, b. s., The Exponent 
H. C. Jewett .Fredericton, N. B.
Jesse H, b. s., Richard Earle 
H. G. Kitchen, Fredericton, N. B. 
Directum, b. g., Direct Miller 
H. G. Dibblee, Houlton 
Jsnny Penn, b. m., William Penn First 
Dr. D. H. McAllister, Sussex, N. B.
Purse $300 00
Budworthy ch. g . ,  Axworthy
R. E. Hamilton, Woodstock, N. B.
Old Glory, b. m., Bingara
J. A. DeWitt, Presque Isle, Maine 
Jay Man, b. g., The Northern Man 
Higgins & Crouse, Presque Isle, Maine 
(Entered by J. A. DeWitt) 
Hoyt Forbes, b. g., J. Molcolm Forbes 
*T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle, Maine 
Bill Sharon, ch. s.. Capt. Aubrey,
S. J. Boyle, Fredericton, X. B.
Sam McKinney, b. g., Peter the Great
P. H. Reed, Fori Fairfield, Maine 
Miss Peter Splan, b .rn., Peter the Great 
P. H. Reed, Fort Fairfield, Maine 
Our Peggy, b. m., Peter the Great 
P. Doherty, Houlton 
Rhoda Adair, b. m., Rex
W. B. Belyea, Woodstock, X. B. t 
(Nom. bought of J. W. Gallagher) 
•Master Mariner, ch. g., The -Mariner 
Sam Snford & Son, Foxcroft, Maine 
(Nom. bought of J. W. Gallagher) 
Harvest Hope, b. s.. The Harvester 
H. O. Jewett, Fredericton, N\ B. 
Native Worthy, b. h., The Native 
H. O. Jewett, Fredericton, N. P>.
The Manor, b. s.. The Exponent
H. G. Kitchen, Fredericton, N. B. j
Rosetta McKinney, h. m., McKinney [ 
E. B. Taylor, Presque Isle, Maine j
The Trigger, b. g., Walnut Hal j
A. M. Newbert, So. Weymouth, .Mass, j
To Refit Seized Ships at Boston 
Yard
The German liners seized at the 
outbreak of w a r  and converted into 
navy transports are to be retained in 
American ownership and restored to 
merchant marine service, according  
to a well defined understanding  
among officials at the Boston Navy  
Yard. This is largely based on esti­
mates and plans for extensive work  
to adapt the former merchant steam-j  
ers to the passenger and cargo carry ­
ing trade.
N ava l  constructors have few good 
words to say for the Mount Vernon, ! 
Am erica and Cincinnati, three trans­
ports of German ancestry, which dry- 
docked frequently at the yard b e ­
tween trips. They were continually 
ailing, the navy men say, and when  
out of ballast listed 45 degrees off an • 
even keel. By constant scraping and 
careful inspections the vessels p er ­
formed more credibly, nevertheless, J 
than in German hands, it is believed. J
Until the sinking of the main G e r ­
man high seas fleet in Scrapa Flow  
the naval constructors were appre ­
hensive of being required to take over  
and remodel for use in the United  
States navy of some of the German  
fighting ships. Knowledge of the
N e x t  T im e — B u y
T IR E S
T im * to  Ro-tiro f 
i ta v  ru k i
A remarkable Product. Every tire worth more than it costs.
TheOver-sizeNon-Skid Fabric; The Big Fisk Cord; The Red Top, Extra Ply, Heavy Tread.
GOOD LO O K IN G , GOO D  V A L U E  T IR E S
E. E. Wentworth Corporation
«
Hibbard (Brothers
2:30 PA C E Purse $300.00
2;1f T R O T  and PACE Purse $300.00
BravAS, b. f .  Bingara
P. H. Reed. Port Fairfield, Maine 
•Jimmy Hicks, b. g„ Joe Kirk 
C. A. Carter, Ashland, Maine 
•Rob. Waller, b. g., Grattan McGregor 
T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle, Maine 
•Alice Hal, b. m., Direct Hal 
H. G. Kitchen, Fredericton, N. B. 
•Homer Baughman, b.g. Gambetta Wilkes 
Perry Nelson, Presque Isle, Maine
(Nom. bought of E. W. Russ) 
•Charlie Again, ch g.. Sterling S 
Alton Richardson, Jr., Waterville Me. 
Directum Regent, h. g., Direct Miller 
H. G. Dibblee, Houlton,
Sadie Ashbourne, ch. m„ Ashbourne 
C. J. Hanson, Presque Isle, Maine
(Nom. bought of Geo. E. Gubtil) 
Peter Arion, b. g., Peter Red 
Elmer E. Fuller, Newport, Vt.
•Tilley Tipton, b. m., Ozone 
J, A. DeW itt, Presque Isle. Maine 
•Maintime, b. g.. Mainsheet 
Ezra Briggs, Caribou, Maine
(Nom. bought of F’. Doherty) 
Victoria, b. m.. Quidnie
Dr. D. H. McAllister, Sussex, N. B.
(Nom. bought of E. E. Fuller)
2:20 TR O T Purse $300.00
Eleanor Wtts, b. m„ General Watts 
T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle, Maine 
Budworthy, eh. g., Axworthy
R. E. Hamilton, Woodstock, N. B.
(Nom. bought of A. M. Newbert) 
Baldo, b. h., Bingara
p. H. Reed, Fort Fairfield, Maine 
Rhoda Adair, bl. m., Rex
W . B. Belyea, Woodstock, N. B.
(Nom. bought of J. W. Gallagher) 
Old Glory, b. m., Bingara
J. A. DeWitt, Presque Isle. Maine
(Nom. bought of J. VV. Gallagher) 
•Kohl Macbeth, b. g., Fred Kohl
Alton Richardson, Jr., Waterville, Me. 
Evelyn B., b. m., Cochato
H. R. Haley, Milltown. N. B.
Native Worthy, b. h., The Native 
H. G. Jewett, Fredericton, N. B.
(Nom. bought of E\ Doherty)
2:23 TR O T and P A C E  Purse $300.00
peter Arion, b. g., Peter Red 
E. E. Fuller, Newport, Vt.
Kentucky Jean, b. m , Kentuc ky Todd 
J. W. Gallagher, Woodstock, N. B.
Sis Peters, b. in., Peter Binarian 
J. W. Gallagher, Woodstock, N. B. 
(Nom. bought of Major McKinnon) 
Wood Spirti, b. in.. Peter’Wild,
P. H. Reed, Fort Fairfield, Maine 
Tony P., bl. g.. Little Rock
P. H. Reed, Fort Fairfield, Maine
Baby B., b. m . ------------
T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle, Maine
(Nom. bought of A. M. Newbert) 
Russell Bingen, b. g., Earl of Chatham 
T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle, Maine 
Peggy Hal, b. m., Walter Hal 
J. A. DeWitt, Presque Isle, Maine 
Alice V. Queen, b. rri., King Knight 
A. J. Saunders, Houlton
(Nom. bought of E. E. Fuller) 
Dazzle Medium, b. g., Roy Medium 
A. J. Saunders, Houlton
(Kom. bought of E. E. Fuller) 
Peter Setzer, b. g., Henry Setzer 
L. W. Ervin, Houlton
(Nom. bought of P. Doherty) 
•Hazel R., b. m., Burley 
II. G. Dibblee, Houlton
(Nom. bought of E. E. Fuller) i
Tom Keldie, b. g . , --------—
J. W. Gallagher, Woodstock, N. B. 
Miss Laconda, 1). m., Laeonda 
Wm. Johnson, Dehee, N. B. 
Comsewogue Kate, b. in.. Silent Brigade 
<\ J. Hanson, Presque Isle, Maine
(Nom. bought of L. H. Ryder) 
Friday Q, b. g., Dan Q 
L. It. Seeley, Fort Fairfield, Maine
(Nom. bought of J. W. Gallagher) 
Jeffrey, 1). g.. Cable
E. W. McBurnie, Presque Isle, .Maine 
Nero Bingen, b. s., Willie Bingen
(Nom. bought of Major .McKinnon) 
T. M. Hoyt, Presque Isle, Maine 
ozonut. b. s.. Ozone
J. A. DeWitt, ITesque Isle, Maine
* 'rime allowance claimed
The following classes did not till and are 
declared off:
Free  for All
3 Year * >ld and Cnder Trot 
J Year Old and I’nder Pace
2:25 T R O T  and PA C E  Purse $300.00
2:35 T R O T  and PA C E  Purse $300.00
Entries to close August 14, 1!M!»
Named race, for non-money winners, 
over night closing.
PAG® FOUR HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20, 1919
CHURCH SERVICES
Free Baptiet
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
Morning service at 10.30 A. M 
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. 
Bvenlng service at 7.00 P. M. 
Special music by choir.
€hoir practice Monday nights.
All are cordially Invited to come and 
bear the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
Tuesday night church prayer and 
pnrise Service.
Houl*Church of the Good Shepherd, 
ton, Maine
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector.
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also on 
the first Sunday in the month at 
10.30.
Morning Prayer and sermon at 10. 
89, Sunday School at 2.30.
■venlng Prayer and sermon at 7. 
80.
j the best outfit in the country, and to 
! carry on with a smile.
I In this they succeded. A detach­
ment of foreign officers who had been 
instructing all over the'country, de- 
1 dared the 10th the best trained outfit 
they had seen, and that the division 
was ready to go direct into battle.
"Gen. Wood was a great football 
player in his early years of army life, 
playing till he was 2t> years old, and 
football was mighty popular at Camp 
Funston last fall. Every unit in the 
cantonment had a team. The canton­
ment as a whole also had a picked 
team, which played teams from other 
camps. Gen. Wood, it is jtaid. never 
missed a game that was played on the 
home grounds. It was a mixed team
conspiracy or plan to discredit Gen. established methods of war.
Wood and not to have it appear that "Gen. Wood, you will remember, had 
he was physically fit for overseas duty, been over in France earlier in the war 
A distinctly humane feature of his and personally understood conditions, 
treatment of the men under him, and but many of his officers were without 
which endeared him to them, was that any actual experience in modern war- 
when lie saw a man do a thing ineor- fare.
as many of you to come back as possi- trained. So go ahead with your train- 
Ide. and the number that will come ing. You have got to l e a n  all the 
back will depend very largely upon tricks of a dirty enemy, a very brave  
whether or not you go over well
H ontinued on page nine)
rectly, he quietly suggested the right 
way to do it. instead of berating him 
before the rest of the company, as 
some other officers are in the habit of 
doing.
('apt. James Freeman Flarke. a 
young Boston officer and Harvard 
graduate of 1910. who enlisted in 
battery A in 1908 and served lit years 
in the artillery including six months 
as a second lieutenant at the Mexican 
border and a year in France* in the
of officers and privates bdth. The best 101st fielll artiHe y. was one of a large
Christian Science 
Sunday Service at Slncock Hall, 11 
A. M.
player was a private. One of the ends 
was a major and chaplain. The gen­
eral was keen in following all the 
points of the game and was an enthusi­
astic rooter. Boxing and baseball, as 
well as football, were favorites with 
him. A strong believer of exercise for 
keeping himself in good physical con­
dition it was a frequent sight for the 
men in passing headquarters to see 
the general on the veranda taking his 
daily half hour at the punching bag. 
Then in the evening if he wasn’t tired 
enough with the day's work he would 
start out on a long walk.
Censored Gen. Wood
One of the incidents of camp was 
; the taking of the official moving pic- 
i tures of the drills, inspections and 
[other activities of the division. AndI
some of the significance, perhaps, was 
i the care with which the pictures show- 
ling any physical activities of Gen. 
i Wood were suppressed by the c ensor.
| And yet he was probably the most ac­
tive member of the whole division and 
was a participant when the pictures 
were taken. A few pictures, it is said 
have been publicly exhibited which 
show him standing in the hospital or 
engaged in some comparatively inae-
Come in and qek a
H8ap& 9 o /Healthgiving Ice Cream.
Sodas and Fancy Drinks.
----- B R O A D W A Y
N ext to E lk s C lub
REMINISCENCES OF
GEN’L LEONARD WOOD
Sitting up all night attending a sick 
dog after a long day of drills, inspec ­
tions, addresses and routine duties 
connected with the command of a 
great cantonment suggests another of 
the many sides of Gen. Leonard  
Wood’s character which has not been 
generally understood.
Ever since he was a boy, swimming  
and gunning along the shores of Buz  
rard’s Bay, Gen. W ood  has been a 
great lover of animals. W h ile  at 
Camp Funston, Kan., last year, train­
ing the 89th and the 10th divisions of 
the army, his love for his dogs and j 
horses was second only to his affec- j 
tlon for the men of his command, j 
Wherever he went on foot or horse- | tive occupation. All of which the men 
hack about the camp, he was usually lut Camp Funston felt was a part of the 
accompanied by one of his aides and i — ■■■■■■ ■ — 
one or more officers, folowed by his j 
Irish terrier Patsy and his bull terrier  
Sport.
It was Sport, the bull terrier, that 
became sick and was doctored back to 
health by the commanding general of 
the division, who had been a surgeon  
80 years ago when he first joined the 
army.
Busy Every Day
Every day was his "busy day" when  
Gen. Wood was at Camp Funston in 
11918, the same as at all other times in 
Ms career. From early morning till 
late at night he was on the go. Offic­
ers who rved with him say he was  
the first one up in the morning and 
generally the last to go to bed at night.
Reports and papers occupied his 
time till breakfast. Then, after a 
hearty meal, he rode out to the train­
ing area to see for himself how things  
were going on, usually starting on 
horseback. Part of the time he went 
in his motor car, because some of his 
trops were 10 miles away, so that he 
Averaged about 100 miles a day of 
travel ni the car.
H e was  very painstaking in his in­
spections, seeing that the buildings  
were absolutely clean, the food proper­
ly prepared and that the men were  
comfortable. Tw ice  a week he visited  
the hospital, looking into every detail 
and asking the sick men how they were  
getting on, This was  especially true 
at the time of the influenza epidemic  
H e went through the wards where the 
men were sick and dying and saw that 
everything humanly possible was done 
In their behalf. Having long been a 
medical officer, nothing in this line 
escaped his attention. All phrases of 
camp life he kept in touch with, 
whether it was the community houses 
where the wives and sweethearts were 
located, the daily drills or the system  
o f  trenches near the camp which he 
frequently visited at night.
A Glutton for Work 
“HI? great quality’’, said one of his 
officers, “w as  his ability to get the best 
out of everybody; to encourage those 
who were down-hearted and to in ­
spire them with new courage and am ­
bition, with the result that they would  
all work their hands and feet and their 
heads off for him. The reason he got 
these results was because he was  such 
a glutton for work himself, busy at 
^something every minute he was awake.
“All the officers and men could see 
that he was on the job, looking 
not only for results, but also for the 
Interests of the enlisted men and 
everybody else in camp. They felt 
that he was not only their commanding 
officer, but their friend as well. And 
the orders were Issued throughout the 
cantonment that any man with su f­
ficient reason, whether an enlisted 
man or an officer, could see the gener­
al personally for advice complaints or 
anything else.
“Men in the hospital or men who 
were homesick, seeing him coming a- 
kmg and speaking to the fellows, right 
and left, felt that they were really a 
part of a big family. Gen. Wood al­
ways described the military service as 
a brotherhood in arms, and he lived up 
to that idea and made all his men feel 
that it was so.”
Life Was Trying
Life at Camp Funston in the sum­
mer of 1918 was terribly monotonous.
The dust and heat was appalling. And 
it was everybody’s desire to get over­
seas and as soon as possible. There 
were more delays and more discour- 
agements. But no matter how down­
hearted the men were, when they saw 
the general on the street and saw how 
ha was carrying himself under his 
own great dieappointment in not being 
nllowad to take the 89th division a - ; 
croaa they could not help doubling 
tk h r  dSorte to make the 10th division
number of expci ieneed junior officers 
who were ordered home from France 
in August, 191S, to help train the men 
in the different cantonments. He was 
assigned to the 20th division at Camp 
Funston and was attached to the 28th 
field artillery.
Plied with Questions
"Soon after I arrived at Camif Funs­
ton.” said ('apt. Clarke. "Gen. Wood 
noticed my foreign' service stripes and 
sent one of his aides, ( ’apt. George von 
L. .Meyer, over to get me. I was in­
troduced to the general and was in­
vited to his house to dinner on Sunday, 
when lie proceeded to pump me about 
the war and how I thought it was go­
ing on. He was a great one for getting 
all the information possible from these 
officers. He was tremendously inter­
ested and plied me with all sorts of 
questions for facts and opinions.
"There were II fit to 41h) officers in the 
division who had seen overseas service 
and he took all of them, one at a time 
quizzing them for several minutes 
each, regarding the war and spending 
two whole days at it. After that it 
was noticable that tin* other officers of 
the division consulted us more and act­
ed more according to the experience 
gained in Franca* and less by the old
A Good Mixer
"The general was very popular 
among the officers and men of his di­
vision. He was a good mixer and more 
approachable than most of the gener­
als that ! ran into. Of course, Gen. 
Edwards of the L'lith was exceptional­
ly genial and friendly with his men. 
Gen. Wood was much the same, and 
certainly he was far more approach­
able than any of tin* brigadier gener­
als under him."
One of the features of Gen. Wood's 
policy in training the 89th, and later 
the loth division, was the serif's of 
add resses that he delivered on stated 
evenings in the Kansas building at Hu* 
cantonment to the various units of his 
command. In one of these given to the 
officers and men of he newly organiz­
ed Toth infantry on Aug. 29, 191S.
speaking of the necessity of doing all 
they could to get into training he said:
"You have got a hard job ahead of 
you. You are going into a war as se­
vere, remorseless and as cruel as 
men have ever known. It is almost a 
war without quarter. Xow. we want
N O T I C E  OF F O R E C L O S U R E
“They may talk about their new fangled 
drinks but
T h e r e  *s  N o t h i n g  S o  G o o d  A s
TEAS
Formosa Oolong and IndiaOrange Pekoe and CeylonConvenient packages. Premium coupon in each. Your neighborhood dealer sells them. 219
Thurston & Kingsbury Co., Portland, Maine
G e t  / ^ c q u a i p t e d
Whereas William ( ’. Rogerson of 
Sherman, Aroostook county, Maine by 
his mortgage deed dated April 29th, 
1918. and reerded in Aroostool# Regis­
try of deeds. Yol. 202. Page all, con­
veyed to William A. Gellerson of 
Honlton, Maim* and said William A. 
Gellerson by his deed of assignment 
dated July Kith, 1919. recorded in said 
Aroostook Registry of Deeds, Vo!. 282. 
Page at)4 conveyed to Katahdin Trust 
Co., of Patten, Penobscot county. Me., 
the following described parrel of real 
estate with the buildings thereon, sit­
uate in said Sherman, Aroostook Co., 
Maine, to wit: Lot numbered " I"  ac­
cording to plan and survey of said 
Sherman made and returned to tin* 
State Land Office, excepting and re­
serving a strip of land off tin* south 
'west corner of said lot. eight roils 
wide and of equal width throughout, 
running from the west side of the road 
passing thru said lot in a north and 
south direction, to tin* stream; a.ml 
whereas the condition of said mort­
gage has been broken, now, therefore, 
by reason of the breach of the condi­
tion thereof, said KtJalnlin Trust f 'm. 
[claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Patten. Maine. August t>th 1919.
Katahdin Trust Co. 
i Bv its attorney
v e r d i  l u d c a t e .
with the
if.-****
light 1 oil peaks of 
waterfalls 
forests-
f \ Vf*
or more 
big game 
glaciers near spacious hotels at 
Banff and Lake Louise and 
mountain chalets at Emerald 
Lake, Glacier. Sicamous.
Golf, swim in warm sulphur 
pools, follow the mountain roads 
and trails—enjoy your favorite 
pastime in exhilarating ozone.
X. R. DesBRISAY, 
I). P. A.. St. .John, X. B.
.,vommr.z
rairaine
Presque Isle, Maine
3 ,  4 ,  5 ,  1 9 1 9
in Premiu:r-r* c  x O $6,000 in Purses
P H A R M A C Y
M a in  Street
One of the Best and Cleanest Fairs in Maine
TU E S D A Y
2:11 Trot 
P;i < t ■ 
Ticl
pi’.l>e SaUO
W E D N E S D A Y
•'ree for All Purse
:li) Trot and Par*- Purse
:2n Trot and Pace- Purse
Year Old Trot. Purse
The Best Machinery Investment 
You Can Make
Ask any user of the John 
Deere Spreader, and he will 
tell you it is the best ma­
chinery investment he ever 
made—not only because it 
saves hard work and valu­
able time, but because it 
makes every forkful of 
manure count for a bigger 
crop yield.
Manure goes farther and 
does more good when you 
use a John Deere Spreader. 
You can spread manure 
evenly, heavy or light—no
under-fertilized or over-fer­
tilized spots.
Como in and sco this 
spreader. W e want to 
show you why it will do 
better work, why it will last 
longer t h a n  ethers, why it 
will cost less for repairs, 
and why it is easier to load' 
and operate.
Mounting the beater on 
the axle of the John Deere 
gives you a combination of 
advantages you can’t get 
in any other spreader.
Come in and know the reasons why there are so 
many satisfied users o f John Deere Spreaders.
W e  Have a Machine Set Up for Your Inspection
Jam es S. P ea b o d y
H o u l t o n .  M a i n e
Is Trot 
Trot 
ar On.
2:12 Trot a 
2:2a Trot 
Named Kao
T H U R S D A Y
i ml Rac
till Pa -■
Pa -
FRIDAY
Pur.'C
Purse
Purse
dil'-e
’urse
?r,ue
Mid
r)ne
21'Ml
Am •
2m)
Sour
J t ! ■
Free for All and Colts Ram* not 
Reopened to (dose August :,o
filled.
Entry blanks for classes will be mail­
ed on application. National rules to 
govern. Two hordes will be allowed 
to start from the same stable in the 
same class. Address all entries for 
the races to R J. Smith. Supt. of 
the Trotting Department. Presqiu* 
Isle. Maine.
There will he entertainments on Tues­
day. Wednesday and Thursday 
evenings. Fireworks Wednesday 
and Thursday evenings.
Bear
APDALE ZOO
Dogs. Ant Eater ano Monl
BASE BALL
Arrangements are being math* to have 
a game of Base Ball each day.
THE MIDWAY
The Midway will be larger and better 
than ever. The management 
use every effort to keep out g
ing and liquor selling. 
Grant. Sion, of Grounds 
Isle. Maine
Admission fo Park Monday 
Preparation Day 
Admission to Park, 1st. 2nd 
2rd and 4th days
Admission to 
Reason Tick *
( ’
will
ambl-
Ered
resquo
5lle
F R A N K  G U IO U . President  
Presqe Isle, eialruj
Entries for 
the Fair 
Close
N eat Stock  
H orses  
Sheep, Sw ine  
and P ou ltry  
M onday  
Aug:. 25 
H a ll Exh ib its  
M onday  
Sept, 1, 6 p m.
ARNAULT BROS
Musical Clown Acrobats
FLYING MACHINE
The Management has engaged the 
Stewart Automobile Corp. to furnish 
an aviator of National repute who 
will make flights each day.
CAVALCADE
Theta* will be a Cavalcade of Premium 
Stock and Horses and <v her attrac­
tions on Friday.
INFORMATION BUREAU
which assignes rooms and board will 
be located in the ccretary's Office 
Main Street.on
Children. Monday 
Children .evenings 
Childen 1st. 2nd. 2rd 4th 
Children's Season Ticket 
Admission to Grand Sta id 
Admission to Grand Stand 
('veilings
10c
10c
25c
$1.00
Frt
(anadian [tk 'ifk ^kVlinc
See this Alpine Fairyland by dav-
n.nni) feet 
—lakes — 
irridescent
a
E R N E S T  T. M c G L A U F L IN ,  Secretary  
Presque Isle. Maine
’£ =0
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TRAGEDIES IN ed in the material, went for a song, and post roads, is an entirely new So lar. Old High Cost has had his as it were. A hunch of some eight piece < f legislation. Its object is to usual lm k in keeping more than a 
LO ST  BAGGAGE jumbrellas, tie l together a v:l su-rg»st- huild ; 1 each stat e trunk line high- tail’s h n . th ahead. His pursuers lia e
A lost child is a tragic little figure, ling golf clubs from the fact e. i way u  tho u..a:nt o. not less t.:a:: two •>>.v,n unt.oie to “get anyi.i,.,^ on ,
A  lost dog is pathetic. And in lost or variety, brought $4. The price seemed per cent nor more than five per cent that is, anyting they can tie to. 
unclaimed railroad baggage there is high considering the circumstances of the total mileage of the state, and
many a little tragedy—generally a that the collection probably included to join them with the main trunk lines
story that never comes to the knowl-jall sorts; there might, and there might of other states, thus creating 
edge of the world, a story that is ut- | not, be a good silk umbrella in the lot. tional system connecting the 
terly lost with the articles which have J Still, it would be a good buy for a man country.
a na- 
entire
gone astray.
The ’express thunders into the sta­
tion and with a grinding of brakes 
and a hissing of steam it comes to a 
stop. Then five minutes of confusion. 
Passengers alighting are greeted by 
friends; others proceed, without a
The decided trend of public opinionwith a tendency to lose umbrellas.
There was some knapsacks, a sol­
dier’s kit and two sailors’ bags. Not 
apparently very valuable, any of them 
but they averaged to bring something 
like $2 each.
A large parcel, once ‘ wrapped in 
welcome, on their way into a strange j heavy brown paper, from which half 
city. There are hurried partings or the contents now protruded, appealed 
other travelers climb aboard. Trunks, to a wise chap, in the rear of the 
bags, suit cases are hastily tossed out crowd—at any rate one thought he 
of the car up ahead, and other baggage must be wise to see any value in the 
Is shoved aboard. The conductor stuff, for he paid nearly $5. He got 
raises his hand, the wheels turn, and , what appeared to be an overcoat, 
away speeds the train. j a  woman's hat brought 25 cents and
On the station platform now almost a laugh from the onlookers. A worn- 
deserted, stands the baggage truck, !an’s jacket was appraised at 75 cents, begins to appear, will be a strength 
piled high. Pres^tly , at the leisure j Some cheap imitation leather suit i ening of forces behind road develop 
•of the railroad employes, it is unloaded, j cases sold for around $2—with the 
Within a few hours most of the trunks j contents, whatever these might be.
This last chase started a few days 
ago when government employes de­
cided they had reached the limit of 
endurance in trying to keep up with 
ascending food costs. Their appeals 
tor economic relief reached congress 
in favor of the Federal construction with the result that the hunt for the old 
of a national highway system is due|villian was on again, and the entire 
according to those having the mea- ; country soon joined in the chase. Al- 
sure in charge, to the fact that such | ready ihe pursuers are striking the 
mileage as each state will receive will j usual conflicting and diverging trails, 
put the state that is much nearer to ajOne scent leads to the packers, nil- 
complete and well connected state i other to the butter and egg trust, nil- 
system, at the same time insuring other to this, another to that, 
logical connections with adjoining j In ajl of the hearings and discus- 
states. It is admitted that such con-isions, both in public and private,
neetions are necessary to a properly 
coordinated system and that such co­
ordination is logically a federal func­
tion.
The net result to each state, it now
earnest seekers after the fundamental 
reasons which underlie the present 
causes of unrest, find themselves 
coming out on the same old trail, the 
unimproved road. It is the profiteer’s 
safe ambush, protecting as it does a 
long line of cormorants in the form
and hand baggage Is claimed and 
taken away. Within twenty-four hours 
all but two or three pieces are gone.
Ten dollars was a fair price for a 
good-looking trunk; sometimes the 
trunk alone seemed to be worth the
After a week someone comes, presents price. Real leather hand bags, show- 
a check, pays storage and removes a j |ng use mjght bring $4 or $5. 
suit case. Perhaps the next day, I And so it went. The articles were 
through official railroad sources, comes | 30id by number, to buyers who often 
an order to reship a handbag, de- | Were unknown. Only these purchas-
ment. The states on the one hand are of unnecessary middlemen who are 
to be aided by relieving them perm- aided in their nefarious work by the 
anently of the construction and main- (devious and unreliable routes to mar- 
tenance of the heaviest traveled inter- j ket.
state routes, thus permitting the con- ; whatever the remedy proposed.
effort on routes there is ajways the matter of trans­
points within the 
In other roads, more effective
cenration of state
ing their terminal poinis uiun me portation. Regardless of 
state. I  t  ,  ff ti  ,narketing agencies may 
cooperation of federal and state power ; in(o operatjon or how
is to be gained by each having i t s [tions may be thrown
how many 
be brought 
many restric- 
around the
posited at this station through error, ers will know what their finds con- specific work laid out, one applying its middleman, no permanent solution can 
and traced to this point with some Pained, what little tragedies may lay efforts to national connections and the 
difficulty. Now only a trunk remains j behind these. And they will not be other to the development of local or 
out of all that load that was dumped j]jkeiy to tell, nor can they be found inter-state roads and their proper con­
front the train eight days ago.
"Caveat Emtor” le the Rule 
Weeks pass, no claimant appears, 
and the trunk is shipped to the rail­
road headquarters, let us say in Bos­
ton. There it lies, gathering dust for 
perhaps a year, until according to law, 
it is included in the annual lot of un­
claimed baggage to be advertised for 
sale. After this it must remain an­
other six months in storage; then it
and questioned.
Buying One’s Own Property
Even if the owner were present to 
claim his property, his rights would 
have no force. He would have to take 
his chances with the rest and buy 
back his own trunk or bag by out­
bidding every one else.
This has been done. Occasionally, 
but seldom, a man, knowing that stor-
be reached until the road between the 
producer and consumer is shortened 
by types of construction that will in­
sure a speedy and open thoroughfare 
to market under all weather condi­
tions. These are facts that are be-
i coming more deeply impressed upon 
the pending measure they are work-jthe iegislativG mlnd as high (.os,
ing for a plan whereby a eomprehen- j vestlgatfonK prooeG(l
sive system of national highways may
neetions.
Supporters of the national highway 
movement are increasing their activ­
ities in the expressed belief that in 1
construction under way practically in 
ever;.- state, such construction is large­
l y  i:i patch a and ’ a * pro <> s of work- 
, k.g oi.f from idle neighborhood read to 
!a comprehensive system must neces- 
! sarily be slow, too slow in fact to meet 
I the economic demands of the hour 
: which are now being so sharply ex­
pressed in the cry for lower prices on 
food.
Farsighted members of congress 
have had in mind the need for a still 
greater development of public roads 
with the result that a bill for a nation­
al highway system is now pending in 
the United States Senate, introduced 
by Senator Townsend, chairman of the 
committee on post offices and post 
roads. It is proposed in this measure 
to create a nation-wide system of 
highways under federal control and 
maintenance embracing not less than 
two per cent nor more than five per 
cent of the mileage in actual use in 
each state. The location of the feder­
al lines is to be determined by a Fed­
eral Highway Commission, after ad­
vising with the various state highway
departments.
The national system is planned to 
provide an outlet or a logical and eco­
nomical connection with the various 
state highway systems, the latter in 
turn to be coordinated with county 
systems. Thus, it is proposed to per­
manently solve the highway transpor­
tation problem in its relation to liv­
ing costs hv providing once and for all 
a complete system of logically con­
nected and well built highways in ord­
er to finally remove the profiteer’s 
chances tor covering up his nefarious 
practices in price juggling on food 
products, as he is now able to do ow­
ing to inadequate lines of delivery 
from the producer to the consumer.
Advocates of a national highway 
system are presenting with much force 
the fact that stabilized living costs will 
come only with the construction of 
modern roads upon a coordinated 
county, state and national basis, and 
that this much desired aim can be 
achieved best by the government be­
ginning at once on the long lines, 
while the states huild the short lines.
__ age charges far exceed the value of
may be gold at auction to the highest; hlg baggage, has waited until the auc- 
triMer, j tion and then bought his trunk or bag,
The buyer takes his chances. The perhaps at considerably less than its 
trunk Is not opened; it is simply ex- |actual value and certainly for very 
hiblted. If it looks cheap and old, it | much less than the mount of the stor- j 
le not likely to bring more than $5; age taxe8. Senate
if It look* like an expensive trunk, In cases where a piece of baggage 
Indicating that the owner was pros- is tagged or labeled with the owner’s 
perout and the contents accordingly name an(j address the railroad may 
may he of tome value, as much as $15 notify him, in advance of the sale, 
or even $25 may be offered. that it is holding the article for pay-
That Is the end. Whether the trunk ment of storage. But very, very often 
is filled with soiled linen or contains this cannot be done. Clues to the 
the Kohinoor diamond, it becomes the 0Wners’s identity, if an exist, are in­
side the trunk or bag since this is 
sold without examination of its con-
be constructed and put into permanent 
operation within the next fe wyears, 
and at less cost to the public than un­
der any other plan.
property of the purchaser, as do its 
contents.
But how did this trunk go astray? tents, only the final purchaser is likely 
In answer to that question— if there j know whence it came.
is an answer to be found lies the 
story, the possible bit of tragedy.
It may be that the owner of the 
trunk arrived on that same train,
The disappointments, the anxieties, 
the griefs that losses of baggage oc­
casion—none of these are revealed. 
The valuables, whether they are of
months ago. He went, perhaps to a consequence financially of of iiupor- 
hotel, intending to send to the sta- tance as evidence of facts that deeply 
tion for his baggage. Before he could concern SOme far-off unknown man or 
attend to the matter, however, he was womani or are merely of sentimental 
taken ill, or injured in a street acci- vaiue) are lost forever, 
dent, and removed to a hospital, where if these inanimate objects could 
he died. Perhaps the duplicate check 8peak> what tails they might tell!
he carried was lost or stolen, t h e r e ________________
was no one to look after the trunk 
And It was never claimed.
A  dirty battered trunk that was LINE H IG H W A Y
sold in Boston some time ago con- The movement to construct a na- 
talned a costly saxophone and a suit tional system of trunk line highways 
of evening dress. It was evidently the intersecting each state, the cost of 
property of some traveling musician, construction and maintenance to he 
It been checked to Boston from a borne by the Federal government, is 
city in the Middle West. gaining throughout he country, accord-
l t ’ All a Gamble ing t0 reP°rts coming into the Federal
There w » . ‘ no clue to the identity H,* hw^  Counc"-
N A T IO N A L  T R U N K  
A D L E R - I - K A  A G A IN !
“Adler-i-ka is the only medicine for 
gas on the stomach. I never had so 
much relief with any medicine. I 
would not take $25.00 for the relief 
one bottle of Adler-ika gave me. I 
cannot get done recommending it.” 
(Signed) H. L. Hicks, Ashley, 111.
Adler-i-ka expels ALL gas and 
sourness. Removes ALL foul mat­
ter which poisons system. Often 
CURES constipation. Prevents ap- 
pendicits. We have sold Adler-i-ka 
many years. It is a mixture of buck­
thorn, casoara, glycerine and nine 
other simple drugs. O. F. French <fc 
Son, druggists.
of th© owner. One could only theo­
rize as to what had happened. Pro­
bably the trunk had been stolen from 
some boarding house; the thief had 
checked it to Boston, then something 
had happened to make him change his 
mind about coming East, and the
Many letters are coming in from 
practically all sections endorsing the 
(movement and calling for explicit in­
formation as to the main points in the 
national highway measure, further 
consideration at an early day.
The national highway bill, introduc-
ttlLEfifcj
H om e C ured  M eats
We have recently installed a smoke house in connection with our 
Market for Smoking and Curing Hams and Bacon—and are prepared 
to give prompt service for custom work. Prices reasonable
M c G A R Y  B R O S . - G R O C E R S
Union Square, Houlton, Maine
, , , , ... ed by senator Townsend, chairman of
property was never c a me y e  er 8€nafe committee on postoffices 
thief or owner. |
Sometimes a trunk is of little value, j 
•ad when through negligence it has | 
been permitted to accumulate storage | 
charges in excess of its value, the j 
owner simply abandons it. This hap- j 
pens often and those who know the in-1 
side facts about lost baggage are 
cautious about offering very high j 
prices for auctioned matter. Yetj 
sometimes, as in the case of the trunk ; 
that contained the saxophone, great 
value may be obtained for little ( 
money; and a mild Instinct for aI 
gamble Is enough to lead a buyer to j 
take a chance. |
Dealers in second-hand goods fre- j 
quent such auctions, pick up goods of i 
fair value, sell them for a good profit, | 
and, In the end, make the game pay 
them a profit.
There was an auction of unclaimed 
baggage In Boston the other day. The 
room was crowded with a sweltering 
jam of perspective buyers, hock-shop 
men and curious bystanders. The 
auctloneed conducted himself much 
like a human being, put up the goods, 
with the aid of several huskies kept 
the bidding going without comment 
on the quality of the articles, and 
closed the sale with dispatch. After 
a sale was made he spotted the pur­
chaser saw to it the man and not 
some other fellow got the trunk, bag 
or what-not in question. One of his 
assistants occasionally bid in, but that 
was generally in cases where the 
crowd was interested and his raises 
were mostly of a quarter of a dollar 
only.
A Woman’s Hat—25 Cents
The trunks and bags with their well- 
hidden contents, seemed to bring 
■ore money than the articles of the 
loet-and-found class which could be 
■son for what they were.
Two muffs and a fur neckpiece went 
qplstly tor less than a dollar. A  
child’s an il, with a little watch insert -
Will open in September in new and 
larger quarters; -rooms formerly oc­
cupied by Masonic Lodge. Full in­
formation and enrollment blank will 
be sent you on request. Write today 
and let us help you plan for your fu­
ture success.
HOULTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
Houlton, Maine
U" i
£ X 7
i P i
W H Y  N O T  IN VESTIG ATE?
CASE 9-18 KEROSENE TRACTORS
Your order today means that tomorrow this machine will 
be on your farm, doing the work of 3 good teams at an 
operating cost of one man’s time plus 15 gal. of kerosene 
and 1 gal. of cylinder oil per 10 hour day.
Present limited stock and price conditions warrant pur­
ch as in g  now .
J A M E S  S. P E A B O D Y*
Hculton, Maine
It is admitted that road building has 
been given a tremendous boost during 
the past few years. But even with
TH E  R EASO N  W H Y  CLAR IONS
give such remarkable service is 
because they are made right, from 
start to finish, built in a good , o ld- 
fashioned N e w  England plant 
by  expert workmen under per­
sonal supervision o f  the pro­
prietors.
Painstaking care in choice o f
L
3 materials, in molding and in fitting 
up gives Clarions lasting quality.
WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Maine E*^839*d
HAMILTON & GRANT, DEALERS, HOULTON
HIGH COST OF LIVING 
IS TRACED BACK TO 
DEFFICIENT HIGHWAYS
Committee Investigation at 
National Capital Again Strikes 
the T ra il of Bad Roads
Washington. D. C., Aug. 19—Legisla­
tion forces are again on the trail of 
Old High Cost of Living. These forces 
are in full swing, with the Senate 
district subcommittee taking the lead 
at the National Capital
IHoulton’sTuesday, Wednesday, BigThursday, Friday
A u g :  26,  27,  28,  29,  I g j g
$4,500 in Purses $8,000 in Premiums 
Midway Bigger, Livelier Than Ever
f 7 F n t p r t a i n m p n t  ,or aM cvcry allcrnoon and even-1 I C C  I ^ i i i e r u u n m e m  ,nfl jn fron| ol thc Grand Stand.
The best attractions that money can buy
B i g Iw a n d  N o v e
VAUDEVILLE ACTS
Each afternoon and evening. Nobody should miss this High 
------------- Class Vaudeville---------------------------------
BASE BALL GAME
h o r . s e : r  a  c  i  n  o
The largest field of horse ever entered for the fastest races in the circuit.
Trot
Trot
Trot
Trot
Trot
and
and
Pace
Pace
and Pace
2.14 
2.18 
2.23 Trot 
2.30 Pace 
235 Trot
Trot and 
Trot and
and
Pace
Pace
Pace
and Pace
A Free for all and races for 3year olds
All the fast ones will be here Zom Q. Blanche H., Thomas Earle, Dan S.
Royal McKinney, General Todd, Roy 
of others.
Biggest Attraction 
Ever
Major Potter, of the Royal Flying 
Corps, a real “honest to goodness'’ 
flyer will make flight each day in a 
Cnadian Bombing Plane, that has 
seen real service. He will Loop the 
Loop, The Rose Dive, The Tail Spin 
and other difficult stunts. Any per­
son who cares to try a thrill may 
make flight with him, price of the 
trip $15.00 per passenger
Volo, Belle McGregor and dozens 
You will want to see them go
Music by Calais 
Band
Fireworks Wednesday 
and Thursday 
evenings
Calvalcade— There will he a calvalcade of premium stock and other 
features at 10 o’clock the last day of the Fair. Music by Calais Band. 
Come and see the Blue Ribbon Winners on Grand Parade.
ADMISSION FOR
Admission to park Monday
Preparatory Day 25c
Admission to the park 1st, 2nd,
3rd, and 4th days 50c
Admission to the park 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd evenings 25c
Season Ticket $2.00
Children, 1st, 2nd, 3rd and
4th days 25c
ANNUAL FAIR
Children, 1st, 2nd, and 
3rd evenings
Admission to grand stand 
Admission to the grand stand 
evenings
Autos and carriages 
Children, Monday
No return checks given 
o’clock in the afternoon.
after 1
p a g e  s i x
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MANY PROMINENT MEN 
COME OUT FOR TANLAC
MAYORS, JUDGES, BANKERS, LAW  
YER8, DOCTORS, EDITORS A ND  
MINISTERS INDORSE IT
FEEL IT THEIR DUTY TO TALK
They Come Forward and Unhesitat­
ingly Tell Suffering Humanity 
What Celebrated Medince Has 
Done for Them
It Is seldom, indeed, that men of 
prominence, especially men holding 
high public office, willingly express 
their indebtedness publicly to a pro- 
prietray medicine. Many prominent 
men, however, including supreme 
court judges, mayors of our leading 
cities, prominent state and county, 
officials, bankers, lawyers, doctors, 
editors, leading educators, government 
officials and even ministers of the 
Gospel have deemed it their duty to 
come forward and tell the people what 
Tanlac has done for them.
These well-known men of affairs 
have recognized ih this medicine a 
pew discovery and a scientific tri­
umph in the medical world. It is a 
well-known fact that these splendid 
Indorsements have been given Tanlac 
time and time again and they will 
continue to be given just as often as 
new tests of its powers are made; and 
It alao explains why numbers of the 
big drug firms of the country are ord­
ering it exclusively in carload lots.
Doctors Prescribes It.
Dr. J. T. Edwards, of Fayetteville, 
•a., one of the host-known members 
of the medical profession in the state 
Of Georgia, makes a statement that 
will undoubtedly produce a profound 
Impression throughout the county.
"In my thirty years of actual prac­
tice as a licensed physician In the 
state of Georgia,” says Dr. Edwards, 
"I  have never seen anything to equal 
•ftmlsc as a medicine and I am pre- 
tOfiMng it for my patients almost
every day.”
Noted Texan Talks
Hon> Archie R. Anderson, ex-sher- 
l f  of Harris County, Texas, is un­
questionably not only one of the best 
known, bat one of the most popular 
men that ever held office In Texas] 
H f  sewed the people in this import­
ant office for 15 consecutive years.
"I had the worst form of indiges­
tion, suffered all the time from gas 
on my stomach and was continually 
belching up undigested food,” said 
Mr. Anderson, "I suffered with neu­
ralgic pains of the worst sort and 
nothing seemed to help me except in 
a temporary way.
**I began to feel better after tak­
ing my first bottle of Tanlac and have 
just now started on my third. I’m a 
dlffereht man already.”
H. W . Hill, president of one of the 
leading hanking institutions of South 
Pittsburg, Tenn., and one of the most 
•uccessful bankers and business men 
in Tennesee, said.
“I suffered from rheumatism und 
other ailments for many year? and 
Tanlac has done me more good than 
anything I ever tried' I now wake up 
in the morning feeling fine.
•‘I’m telling all W  friends about 
Tanlac and am recommending it to 
them, regardless of their age and 
trouble.”
Dr. G. W. De LaPerriere, of Win­
dier, Ga., Is not only one of the best 
known physicians and druggist in the 
State of Georgia, but is also a man of 
extensive property and wide influence, 
ranking as one of the leading citizens 
of that entire section. He has been in
FORMER MAYOR 
RECOMMENDS IT
HON. FR A N K  V. EVANS, OF B IR ­
M IN G H A M , ALA., M A K ES  
STRONG S T A T E M E N T
One of the latest additions to the 
large and rapidly growing list of pro­
minent men who have publicly indors­
ed Tanlac for the good it has done 
them is the name of Hon. Frank V. 
Evans, former Mayor of Birmingham. 
Mr. Evans is one of the best known 
men in public life in Alabama today 
being at one time editor of one of the 
South’s greatest newspapers, the Bir­
mingham Age-Herald. He was also 
examiner of public accounts of Ala­
bama. In telling of the benefits he 
had derived from Tanlac, Mr. Evans 
said:
“ For years I suffered with gastri­
tis and indigestion in the worst form. 
I was habitually constipated and had 
pains in my shoulders and headache 
eontiually. My appetite left me al- 
mostly entire and everything I would 
eat hurt me. Finally l got to having
aw fu l attacks of acute indigestion.
palpitation of the heart and smother­
ing spells. For a long time I would 
have one or more of these spells every 
night and I would wake out of my rest­
less sleep gasping for breath.
“ I bought a bottle of Tanlac and to 
my surprise and gratification I began 
to feel relief after the first few doses. 
I kept taking the ptqdicine and now 
my recovery is simply the talk of 6fr- 
mlngham.”
the drug business in Winder for 25 
years.
Recently Dr. De LaPerriere wrote:
“Our people are much enthused 
over the beneficial effects of Tanlac 
and I desire to say that it is the most 
wonderful seller I ever had in this 
store.”
Other prominent men who have in­
dorsed T ^ la a ^ re :
Professor Elmer Morris, of Dover. 
Tenn.; Pj’OtpssQr W. A. Wood, of the 
Central Graded Schools, Winder, Ga.: 
C. C. Cooper, president of the Georgia 
Home Cotton Oil Co., Lawrenceville, 
Ga.; Ho'n. S. S. Shepard, member of 
the Atlaftta City council; Chief of 
Police in Macon, Ga.; Hon. C. G. La­
vender, register of Williamson coun­
ty, Thnnesee; Dr. W. H. Brown, 4822 
Charlotte Ave.. Nashville, Tenn., 
founder and president of the Tenne­
see Protestant Home for Girls; John 
F. Carroll, cotton mill supertendent. 
of Chattahoochee and Atlanta; Hon. 
B. F. Whittington Judge of the Rol- 
ston Court, South Omaha. Neb.; Geo. 
L. Bedford, Traffic Manager for the 
Gustin Bacon Manufacturing Co.. Kan­
sas £ity, Mr.; James Taylor, Illinois 
State Mine and Mineral Inspector re 
siding at Peoria; Rev. W. C. Norton, 
pastor of the Wesley Memorial Church 
of Jacksonville. Fla.; Rev. E. G. Butler 
pastor of Central Baptist Church of 
Muskogee, Okla.; Hon. R. W. Damon, 
attorney at Tacoma, Wash.; Hon. C. 
W, Mangum of Atlanta, for three terms 
sheriff of Fulton County. Ga.; Rev. 
J. H. Dunn, pastor of the Church of 
Christ, Spokane. Wash.; Judge G. W. 
Kyser. 1204 W. 9th St., Austin, Texas 
and hundreds of others in every part 
of the country.
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Munro’s 
West End Drug Store, in Island Falls 
by S. R. Crabtree, and in Fort Kent 
by Stanley Burrili. Advertisement
HOULTON’S SCHOOL TEACHERS
The following is the list of teachers 
for the High, Graded and Rural 
schools.
High School Teachers
Everett V. Perkins, Principal, Mathe­
matics and Science.
M. Kathleen Young, Sub-Principal 
Latin and Science
Walter F. Parker, Mathematics and 
Agricultural.
Belle L. Briggs, French and Spanish. 
Caroline R. Mathews, Civics and Com­
mercial Branches.
Mary Edmunds. Commercial Branches. 
Blanche C. Farrington, History am! 
Latin.
Mabel H. Rose. English.
Lillian Bike, English and Elocution. 
Timothy P. Reardon, Physical Director 
Special Teaohers
Margaret W. Hanson Music
Althea Brockway Drawing
Helen L. Leighton Manual Training 
Anne M. Muleaster Domestic Science 
Common School Grade Teachers 
Central Building
Austin R. Ham Principal
'Elizabeth Carroll Sth Grade
Elmeda Thompson 7th Grade
Ruth Kerr 7th Grade
Emma Rediker fit.h Grade
1 Hazel Rediker (>th Grade
Dorothy Lyons f>th Grade*
Bowdoin St. School 
Bernice Kennedy Principal
; Carrie M. Hogan Gth Grade
Miriam Bubar 4th Grade
Vet a Astle 3rd tirade
Sul a Rafford 2nd Grade
Susie  T ra v i s s  1st Grade
1 Pleasant St. School
Josephine Mulherrin Principal
Vivian Vose 4th Grade
I Celia Haekett 3rd Grade
; Isa M. Taber 2nd Grade
I Fair St. School
j Alice M. Porter 
i Helen Billings 
J Nellie W. Callaghan 
j Clara M. Hussey 
[ Green St. School
j Ella M. Jude 
] Loretto A. Henzie 
I Florence Carlton 
Katherine Wingate
Common School Rural Teachers 
. Annie L. Bolton, Model School, Cary’s 
j Mills.
! Nine A. Taylor, Deasey School North 
Road!
- Lillian It. Merritt, Callaghan School, 
j Callaghan Road.
' Charles McLean. Niles School, B Rd.
OPPONENTS IN BIXTER CONTROVERSY —CLASSLFI ED A^S
Let Osgood, the Jeweler do it., 
will not do you.
He
To Let Desirable
11 Kellere.n St.
Furnished Rccrr.s
Tel. 22:;-W.
House for Sn!e: Inquire of Dr. P. M. 
Ward, office Dunn Furniture Co.
Block.
Starkey’s Meat Slicer just puts th«
finishing touch on smoked beef, 
bacon etc.
Compare Osgoods prices with others.
We like* it they don't
Wanted a free Catholic home for a
hahv girl five months old. Apply 
Box 515, Caribou. Maine. 233
Houlton Flour and Feed Mills (The
old Merritt mills. Telephone 470
W. E. Carr, Prop.
The renomination o f John Skelton Williams, o f Virginia, to be 
Comptroller of the Currency for another five years after a Democratic 
Senate refused to confirm his nomination at the last session fore­
shadows a continuance o f the fight against Williams’ confirmation. 
Representative Mchadden, o f Pennsylvania, a member o f the Banking 
and Currency Committee, is leading the House opposition to continu­
ance of the Comptroller’s office. He is author o f a bill to vest the 
function of the office in the Federal Reserve Board, asserting that 
Williams’ conduct in office has demonstrated the danger to the country 
which lies in the abuse o f large powers granted to individual Federal 
officers when those officers are inclined to he autocratic. Indications 
are the Senate will again refuse to confirm Williams.
For All Kinds of House Painting o»*
Papering, call or telephone J. W. 
Boulogne. Pleasant. St. Tel. 144-3.
tf
A Real Bargain in 5-Passenger T ou r­
ing Velie Car, first tdass condition. 
Call at McGary Shoe Co., for par­
ticulars. |
Maple Spring Water is Being Used by
many people at this season of the 
year. Leave your orders at the 
TIMES Office.
PARAMOUNT PICTURE WEEK C L A S S I F I E D  A DS
The week of Sept, 1st will he oh- Sell year IMe 
served throughout the country as
Hornce
Chaloner. T i
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
Newspaper may be left at the 
TIMES Office, where the lowest 
price can be obtained.
Typew riter Ribbons fo r all machines
as well as Carbon Paper made by 
Webster—There’s none better. Cal) 
or send to TIMES Office.
Paramount week, when evety picture] a  Capable Girl for G en e 'll Housework Osgood, the Jeweler is adding two
Principal 
5th Grade 
3rd Grade 
1st Grade
Principal 
3rd Grade 
2nd Grade 
1st Grade
theatre handling these superior pie 
ttiro .. ill make a special drive on them.
At the Dream the < tv- ir • .ve /.'s or - 
gran will lv  the pi k ; ! ! n : iid - 
mount series. Wa*eh for the advertis­
ing in these columns.
Apply to Mrs. D. B. Gillin.
Oso^ods Jewelry Store i*? the Happy
; ..»ee 'o t:a a: . '•*!! \tvv.\
more men to his Repair force, the 
first to arrive being Fritz G. Rus­
sell who begins his duties this week.
Cl;Mrs. l.ngh 
friends in Chelmsford, Alas.-
visttit
CRESCENT PARK
an to attend the dances Fair week 
ra. M. D. Putnam entertained for 
week end.
orace Bither and family are camp- 
hen for a week.
Mir auto parties were here from 
estone last week.
>1. and Mrs. Hume were among the
tn  here on Saturday.
ae Girl Scouts of Limestone are at
ifort Lodge this week.
party from Debee and Island Falls
9 here for a day last week.
'esiey Jackson and family were at 
he Mansur cottage last week.
r. and Mrs. Janies Gartley are 
peronlng a party here this week. 1
r. and Mrs. Fred Hall entertained 
*e sister here one day last week.
party of young ladies chaperoned 
Mrs, P. L. Rideout were here last 
k.
large number were in attendance 
ihe Grange picnic held last Wed- 
Jay.
. O. Stevens and family are oc 
ying the Whitcomb cottage for a 
ith.
Irs. Chas. P. Barnes and family 
e  here last week at the O. E. S 
b house.
Irs. Elzle- Lougee and family of 
v Limerick are at the Star cottage 
\ week.
Ir. and Mrs. I. H. Davis entertain- 
a number of friends at their cot 
b’ Sunday.
it Capt, Rev. Mjp. Gordon from 
XMhe with ten Boy Scouts camp 
e last week.
Frank O’Brion and Miss Fern 
»J1 chaperoned a party of young
A party of nine young ladies from 
Woodstock and Fredericton were at 
Comfort Lodge last week.
Among the guests here on Thursday 
were Mr. and Mrs. G. W. An her and 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Auber.
On Thursday St. Pauls Guild of 
Woodstock were here for a picnic, al­
so the Woman’s Club of that city.
Wednesday and Thursday evenings 
of Fair week, there will he a dance 
at the Pavillion, after the Fireworks, 
with music by Kelley's orchestra.
ONE NEED OF THE BOND ISSUE
A Houlton man coming from Port­
land last week waited 3 hours in 
i Bath last week to get across the fer- 
; ry and there were 125 cars behind 
him.
This gives us an idea of the need 
i of proper c rossing facilities at this 
! point.
I Can any man interested in the wel- 
j fare of the State of Maine say that 
out of the State traffic in automobiles 
is not worth catering to? Figure ouLs 
how much money each car leaves iff* 
the state to say nothing of the free' 
advertising Aroostook and every other 
county and town gets from these peo­
ple.
Houlton and every town in the state 
is having many visitors who either stop 
or pass through them and it is for the 
benefit of every town and county in 
the state that the voters will he ask­
ed on September Sth to vote for a- 
Bond issue to build roads not only for 
tourists but for every inhabitant and 
every tax payer; The better the roads 
the easier it is for people living out 
of town to got in do their trading, haul 
their potatoe s and talo* a load back 
home.
Can you afford not to vote for the 
Bond Issue, when the Federal Gov­
ernment will give Sl.on for every dol­
lar the State gives?
HOULTON MACCABEES
MAKE BIG GAIN
Commander W. J. Thibadeau of 
Houlton Tent No. 72. K. O. T. M.. has 
just received a notification from the 
Supreme Commander D. B. Markov 
of Detroit, Mich., that Houlton Tent 
No. 72 had won the lnternatumal Tent 
Class Trophy, by admitting 201 points 
or 14.05'*; of her quota.
This is the largest percentage of 
gaih of any tent in the United Slates.
Tent No. 72 is already making plans 
for a big celebration when the trophy 
is delivered.
.Miss Elizabeth Uashayani. a native 
of Constantinople, a graduate of Col­
umbia Univesity is in town in the in­
terests of a drive for .Armenian re­
lief. She will he in town for a few 
days, and will be heard from later.
Weather permitting. Jimmie Nason's 
aggregation of hall players will go to 
Amity Wednesday, Aug. 20 for the 
Amity Grange picnic where they will 
play a game with tin* unbeaten Dan- 
forth team under the generalship of 
Tommy Bridges.
P-r Sai."' ? r ■ ! ; ' ? • 'Mr ■ S -'■>od
as n>- * . \;>p,.> . e- 2 i.n -.. c ;71■(-
234p
Wanted ;3 irce hcr^e i : r  a boy five
y :, r ; 11. Ay’ ilv B :< 515. C i" iboq.
Ma im* 233
Coupons for typowr, tors ri' tray
be e.vchanged at the TIMES office
fi r ar.;- mm air.*-.
1 will purchase !arg;3 or sr- D1 ] t^-, of
r -e , ••Drill “ it . App' ■ : * j .  r.
Mi-. Iiaad. TM. 255 2 Dp
For Sale; A Young Thoroughbred Jer-
sev cow and calf, just new. L,. O.
Ludwig Houlton Savings Bank
Horace Chaloner is pu rchasing live
poultry of all kinds; paving the 1high-
est pri( •e for them. Tel. 465-12.
Wanted i  Capable Girl for Ge neral
housework. Appl;.- to Mrs. F. \V.
A rmit. G5 Franklin St.. Tel. 25-5.
Merchants and Professional men do not
have to buy coupon books for type­
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at 
the TIMES office as you need them.
For Sale a Brunswick Balke billiard
table in splendid condition. W ill 
be sold at a bargain. Apply to 
Louis Ginsberg next to Post Office. 
13t
Fritz G. Russell comes again to the
Little Store with the Big Stock and 
will help the already efficient Repair 
Department of that well known Jew­
el rv Store.
B A N K R U P T ’S P E T IT IO N  FOR  
D ISC H A R G E
Tn the matter of
,b-hn York  In Rankruptcy
Barikrupt.
To  the Hon. C larence Hale . Judge o f  the 
D is tr ic t  Court o f the Un ited  S tates  for 
the D is tr ic t  o f Maim-.
, l n i | \  Y o l l  K o f  A s h I a n d 
in the County of Aiuioinuk and
State of  Maine, in said District respect­
fully represents that on the Hath day of 
March. 1919, last past he was duly 
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of 
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property 
and rights of property, and has fully 
complied with all the requirements of 
said Acts and of  the orders of  Court 
touching his bankruptcy.
W herefore he prays, That he m ay  be 
decreed by  the Court to have  a full d is ­
charge  from  all debts provab le  aga inst 
Ids estate  under said bankrup tcy  Acts, 
except such debts as are excepted  by 
law freon such discharge.
Dated this Kith day of  August,A. D., 
PM9.
his
,|o|i\ \ Y n l l K
mark 
Bankrupt.
\Yii iio-c- to mai l .
Joe York
O R D E R  OF N O T IC E  T H E R E O N
District of Maine, .Northern Division, ss 
< in tin- |/!th day  ot \ngnst.  A. D.. 
191 a, on read ing  the f<-re.going peti t ion, 
it is
134p
Anyone desiring to sell their chickens,
ducks, geese or turkeys may do so 
bv calling Horace Chnlor.er. Tel. 
455-12.
Lost Monday evening a box contain­
ing some shirt waists and a silk 
dress between Littleton camp ground 
and D. L. Woodworth's. Reward for 
return to Mrs. L. H. Woodworth, 
Littleton.
District Managers and Agents we in ­
sure men's and women's wages 
against accident and sickness: host 
polit eis. prompt settlements, best 
commission; build up a business for 
yourself. General Accident Go., DU 
Devonshire St.. Boston, Mass. 33-}p
Oxacetylene welding and brazing on
mill, factory automobiles and farm 
machinery. Cutting steam boilers 
and stacks. A. Lynds. 7 Grange St., 
Houlton. 434p
W anted to buy and wil pay the high­
est market price for all kinds of 
feed sacks, sheeps wool, pelts, hides 
and skins. Portland Iron & Metal 
Co.. Inc.. 418 Commercial St.. Port­
land. Maine. 433p
Bank Book No. 17272 issued by the
Houlton Savings Bank is reported 
lost Aug. 2. 1919 This notice is giv­
en, as required by law. that a dupli­
cate book may be issued. L. O.
Ludwig. Treasurer. 332
Own your own Home Buy Before
prices go higher. I have several 
houses in different parts of the town 
for sale at low prices and easy 
terms. Call and see what good bar­
gains you can get before they are 
all sold. George W. Auber, Tel. 
219-1 432
N O TIC E  OF W IT H D R A W A L
Notice i* hereby  given that, by mu­
tual consent. Wallace R. Gerow has 
withdrawn from the firm existing un­
der the name of Houlton Auto and 
Machine Co. and doing a general gar­
age he,sines.;.
All bills dm3 and all Indebtedness 
will he assumed bv the Company. 
WALLACE R. GEROW 
Houlton Auto and Machine Co.
By PERCY L. NERSON 
Houlton. .Maine. Julv ID. 1919.
Auto List For 1919. A list of State of
Maims Automobile Registrations 
giving name of owner, license num­
ber, style of car, and manufactur­
er’s number, also trucks and motor 
cycles, will be published during the 
coming year. This list will be is­
sued monthly at a subscription 
price of $5.00 for the twelve num­
bers or 50 cents a single copy. Au- 
tomoblists, dealers, and garage 
men will undoubtedly appreciate 
this service and avail themselves of 
the opportunity to secure copies. 
No list was available in 1918. The 
edition, we understand, will be 
limited and sent only to subscrib­
ers. Orders may be left at the 
TIMES Office.
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1 0 , 00 0 , 00 0  Peop l e  Know Al l  About  It
K N O W W H A T ?
Ordered by the Court , Tha t a hear ing
In* hi ul Upon tin- same «>n tin- h day -A s
Scpti oner, A. I >. 1919. before said Court *
at 1dangor in said 1District, Northern V
P iv is ion at 1" n-'clock in tin* fo r en o o n :
a nd that notice there-of he p ublished in <
the I Toulton T im es ,  a newspa per printed J
in salid Dis trict. Nort hern Di vision, and r
that all known <credit! irs and other  per- i
sons in interest. may appear at the said i
t ime and place. and show ea use. i f  any •:
they have, why the p ’ray^r <>1:' said peti-
tione r should no t he ;grant <■<!. i
M ake it Your W ay  
Call Us Today
And it is F u r th er  Ordered by the Court.
That th e 1 ' lerk shall s e n a by
mail to allt known creditors coiiies of s; i id
pot it in-n ;and this order. addres. ;ed to
t hem a i their plaees o f residei ice as
siniem
Witness the Honorable (Narene! * Halie,
Judge of the said Court. and th 0 S--*a ’
That tin* onh correct way to have 
clothes pressed is on a Hoffman san­
itary steam clothes pressing machine.
T H A T ’ S O U R  M E T H O D
THE D R Y S H A L E  P R E S S  SHOP
<
■i Never Mind the Price of Potatoes
For Y o u r  H e a lth ’s Sake
BREAD
M ake it in you r  
own home with
W i l l i a m
Tell
F L O U R
and be sure oi finest 
fla v o r  and g r e a t e s t  
food va lue
SOLD BY A LL  D EA LER S
thereof, at B angor  in the Northern  D iv i ­
sion o f said Distr ict on tin* l'lt'.i day of
Smoke a B F A Cigar
August. A. 
(D. S.)
A true colt 
(L .  S.)
1919.
ISA BUG S H K K I IA X ,  
Deputy  Clerk. 
I >t*t it ii u\ and order t hereon 
ISA  B/CU S H B F H A X .  
D eputy  Clerk
Union Made, Sweet and Satisfactory Smoke, Seven Cents and 
Well Worth It. At All Dealers
V . ,. V . V r V . V . ,.V .V . * .V .V . * .V .V % % V .% V iW W U V S S W % % W «V « ,W
St. John Va l ley
EXHIBITION
Sept. 9, 10, 11, 12 
Connell (Park 
Woodstock, N. B.
Special In d u stria l and  A g ricu ltu ra l  
Features. W o m en ’s W o rk  Dept. 
Child W e lfa re  E xh ib it
I
I8
$15,500 in Premiums . 
$3,300 for Horse Racing
m
I
G rand  P ro g ra m  of Free A ttrac tion s  
W oodstock . N. B.. Sept. 9, 10, 11, 3 2 5
Open to Canada and the State o f  M aiiie
HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20, 1919 PAGJ8 SBVfiN
OF LOCAL I N T E R E S T
Services will be resumed at the 
Methodist church next Sunday, Aug. 
24.
A much needed rain started Tues­
day morning which will benefit Aroos­
took county very materially.
Miss Rita Myers of Boston is the Miss Eda Bradbury of Fort Kent 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. Friedman. was in town by auto a few days last 
A. W. Knox and family are spend- week, 
log a short vacation at St. Andrews,
N. B.
Wm. C. Clifford spent a few days in 
St. John last week, during the cele­
bration.
Mr. Irving Levy of IJoston was the 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Friedman a few 
days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Smith returned 
last week from a trip to the southern 
jpart of the state.
Echoes of the 1920 Fair, have been 
beard, the dates having been set for 
August 31, September 1-2-3,
Merton D. Brown Esq. of Boston is 
visiting at the home of his parents 
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Brown Court St.
Friends will sympathize with Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank Astle in the death of j
Mrs. E. L. Cleveland is visiting 
friends in Camden and Rockland for 
a few weeks.
Hon. Ira G. Hersey left Monday for 
Washington, D. C.. after spending two 
weeks at home.
Mr. and Mrs. R. \V. Shaw returned 
by auto from Bangor Friday, where 
he had business.
Rev. T. F. Jones of Fort Fairfield 
was among the out of town guests in 
Houlton Saturday.
Messrs. Ray Burton and W. O.
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
Klark-Urban at the Temple three 
days soon.
Just glance at the Temple program 
this week and see how few you can 
afford to miss.
DeRue Bros. Minstrels, thirty peo­
ple at the Temple Sept. 5th.
July Fourth local pictures all this 
week
DAYLIGHT SAVING WINS AGAIN
President Wilson on Friday vetoed 
the bill repealing the daylight-saving
MORE SHOULD CELEBRATE
Noticing that E. L. Cleveland had his 
dag dying at his residence yesterday 
we ventured to inquire what particu­
lar event he might he celebrating.
Perhaps, he replied, you may have 
heard the story of the instructor of a 
certain primer class who asked her 
pupils to name what wonders can be 
seen today that were not in existenee 
fil't yor more years ago. There were 
many answers: airplanes, the ^le- 
phone, electricity, automobiles, etc. 
Finally one little chip of a fellow con­
tributed his wonder "Me brother and 
me."
And friend smilingly added - today 
is my birthday and the children hung 
the flag out.
DEATH OF POPULAR SELECTMEN’S REPORT
B. & A. AGENT TO AUGUST 1 1919
The many Houlton friends of How­
ard Dow, who was for number fo years 
station agent at Caribou will be sorry 
to learn of his death, which occurred 
in Van Buren on Friday.
Two years ago he was changed from 
Caribou to Van Buren at an increased 
salary in charge of tin1 station there. 
He was* a brother of James and 
Francis Dow if this town. The funer­
al took place Saturday.
tbelr young child which occurred last 
week. ! the northern part of the county.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Robinson arived f Mr. and Mrs. Michael M. Clark re- 
bom e Wednesday from a four weeks j turned Saturday from a three weeks 
vacation trip spent at Ocean Point, i stay at Fowler’s camps, Shin Pond. 
Maine. ! Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hallett are en-
Mrs; Harry Bates Watson of East joying a vacation to the southern part 
Orange , N. J. is visiting her parents j of the state, making the trip by auto. 
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Jackins on
Rogers left last week for North Haven ]avv 
Maine on a vacation trip. Declaring the pressing need of the
Mrs. Dodge and daughter of Boston (.ountry was for ]m)(luctj()n t)V jndust. v 
are visiting her brother Mr. and Mrs. the resident sai(1 he ha(l heen oi)iiged 
J. D. Perry on Summer street. to balance one set of disadvantages
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Gorham re- against another and decide which was 
turned last week from an auto trip to tlu, nK)st soriQUS for the rountrv.
High street.
Hon. Janies L. Doherty of Spring- 
field, Mass., arrived in town Saturday 
to spend a week with his brother T. 
V. Doherty Esq.
Allston Cushing accompanied by
| Theo; J. and Howard Fox returned 
I Monday from an auto trip to New 
j York City and other places en-route.
Miss Annie McIntyre of Los Ange­
les, Cal., was the guet of Mr. and Mrs. 
B. B. McIntyre a few days last week. 
Mr. and Mrs. G. It. Ervin and fam-
Prescott Burleigh were among the!ily who have been to Bradford, Pa. on 
Houlton people in St. John to see the 
Prince of Wales.
Sergt. Geo. E. Newell arrived home 
’Thursday having received his dis­
charge after two years of over-seas 
duty. He is receiving a cordial wel-
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Burpee of New  
York are guests of his parents Mr. 
and Mrs. Moses Burpee, having just 
returned from the Allegash* on a 
oanoe trip.
A  partnership has been formed by 
Jac. F. Jackins and his brother P. W . 
Jackins, which v i^ll conduct business 
the same as the old firm of Jackins 
aad Jackins. -
Wm. Dobson of Unity an old time 
reaident of Houlton is in town for a 
lew days on business. Mr. Dobson 
always receive a warm welcome from* 
old friends here. *
Geo. McNair was among the Houl- 
visitors to St. John last week to at­
tend the two days celebration in 
honor of the visit of His Royal High­
ness the Prince of Wales.
Teamsters with heavy- teams are 
having considerable sport at the town 
yard most every day, hitching on to 
the stone drag, tuning up for the big 
palling match scheduled for the Houl- 
ton Fair, Aug. 26th-29th 
Miss Louise Chamberlain who has
an auto trip retuned home last week.
Mrs. Heber Ingraham of Plaster 
Rock, N. B., was the guest of Mr. and 
Mrs. F. W. Hogan one day last week.
D. H. Mooers who has been in 
British Columdia for a month on a 
business trip returned home Monday.
Earle Hosford miller at the Grange 
mill reft Monday for Calais where he 
will spend his vacation of two weeks.
B. S. Green is remodeling the base-
The President said he returned the 
bill without his approval with the ut­
most reluetanee because he realized 
the serious inconvenience to which the 
daylight-saving law subjected the 
farmers of the country.
The President's message was sent to 
Speaker Gillett. hut when an effort 
was made to present it to the House, 
Representative Blanton. Democrat, 
Texas, made a point of no quorum and 
the House adjourned without the mes­
sage being read.
This was the second time the Pres­
ident had vetoed repeal of the day­
light-saving law. The first veto was 
several weeks ago, the repeal being 
attached as a rider to the annual 
agricultural appropriation bill.
White House officials and members 
of Congress could not recall today a 
previous instance of a President hav­
ing twice vetoed the same bill. Lead­
ers in Congress doubt, that the two- , 
thrids vote necessary to pass the re­
peal measure over the President’s
ment of his store in Union Square in head can be obtained, 
order to make room for his new stock, i Republican House leaders said they 
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. McKay and M r  had  n o  ^ determined what they might 
and Mrs. A. A. Putnam left by autOjd0 the matter of again attempting 
Sunday for River du Loup and Que- j p ass  the daylight repeal over the
*)ec> i  President’s veto.
Misses Susie Hunt, Bessie Cheney, ^
, _  TH.ni. 1 1  , e, ♦ ! Agitation tor repeal of the Day-and Mrs. Freeman Philbrick of Fort1
Fairfield were
auto. , , ,
1 tressed by
Harry Moore and family are spend- cjuh  ^ rural
ing the week in Woodstock. Mr. many other
Moore will also visit relatives near also has beConie divided and officials 
Fredericton. 'o f manv cities and smaller towns
Messrs. Thos. Chas. and Robert 
Huggard were among the 
business men to attend the
AT THE DREAM
Carpenter’s Play is Picturized for 
M arguerite Clark
A delightfully story in every re­
spect. "Three1 Men and a Girl.” Mar­
guerite Clark’s latest Paramount pic­
ture will he shown at the Dream next 
Friday is based upon Edward Childs 
Carpenter’s stage success, "The Three 
Bears" which was produced at the 
Empire Theatre1, New York, in Octo- 
ber. 1917.
Tiny Bug Caught by Louise Huff a 
Real H ornet!. Ah, Me!
Louise Huff who will be seen at the 
Dream next Saturday with Jack Pie k- 
forel in the Paramount picture produc­
tion of the famous novel, “ Freckles." 
is not as enthusiastic a naturalist as 
she was in the beginning of the pro­
duction.
PUTNAM-WELDON
Houlton Soldier Weds English Nurse
A wedding of interest to many 
Houlton people took place on Thurs­
day afternoon, Aug. 14, in Wood- 
stoek, N. B., when Miss Madge Vel- . 
don of London. England, became the j 
wife of Frank Houlton Putnam of this ' 
town. The ceremony was a simple j 
one, being performed by the Rev. Ha- ' 
zen Rigby of the Diocese of Frederic- 1 
ton.
The bride sailed from Liverpool to 1 
New York on the Lapland, arriving in 
New York, Aug. 11, and reaching i 
Houlton. Wednesday morning, Aug. 
13.
She was a nurse during the war in 
St. George’s hospital. London, and 
whilst there became acquainted with
HOULTON MOVIES
AT THE TEMPLE
The motion pictures of the big Vic­
tory celebration of July 3d and 4th 
which ore now being shown at the 
Temple Theatre are enthusiastically 
received by large audiences at each
It is the purpose and intention to 
follow the method used last year, and 
inform the public each month as to 
the amount expended in the different 
departments of Town activities.
An overdraft of last year in any ac­
count is the first item charged this 
year, and all are included in the fol­
lowing totals, while the unexpended 
balances from last year are not taken 
into account until the close of the 
year.
General Government $ 957.73
Protection of Persons 
and Property 
Health and Sanitation 
Water
Highways and Bridges 
Charity and Soldiers Aid 
Education 
Library 
Interest 
Liabilities 
Unclassified
show.
The pictures came out very clear 
and plain and every body is anxious 
to "see themselves as others see 
them.”
Everything of interest that happen- ^Total 
ed during the celebration was "shot" FRANK A. PEABODY,
and a permanent record of all of the HOWARD WEBB
doings may be seen by visiting the 
Temple Theatre.
3,034.18
1.891.01
1.891.01 
13,288.34
5,797.69
24,885.26
700.00
1,382.50
1,000.00
5.988.24
$60,899.95
ROBERT M. LAWLIS
Selectmen of Houlton.
_ A , , (light Saving law first came from the groom who had been injuredin town Saturday b y ' . . ,, , , , . ^
farmers but recently has been but- France.
labor unions, mothers’ 
school authorities and 
interests. Urban opinion
been in Washington, D. C., during the
pest year doing stenographic work|Allen.g sister Mrs Tho~ as 
returned home Thursday for a vaca-1 Franklin St 
tkm with her parents Mr. and Mrs. A.
Chamberlain Court Street.
Miss Doris Cochran left Friday eve­
ning for New York City, where she 
bee an engagement with a theatrical 
manager, and will commence rehear- j 
for “A Tailor Made Man" to j 
start producing in the fall. j
Messrs. Frank and James Dow went i 
to Van Buren Friday called there by j 
the death of their brother H oward; 
whose ^ funeral* took place Saturday.
Mr. Dow was well known here and had 
been employed by the B. & A. R. R. 
for over 20 years.
Friends of Supt. J. P. Darling of the 
B. & A. R. R. will he glad tolearn 
that he successfully untjerwent a ser­
ious operation at the Carney hospital 
Boeton on Friday last, and that he is 
resting comfortably. His wife left on 
Thursday evening’s train to be with 
during his convalsence.
The ladles of the Congregational jsch° o1 house in the eveninB at 7 ° '< lock 
ebttrch are to have the booth at the  ^Sunda>'- August 24. 
entrance to the Grand Stand for the j E- Bolen is in town for a few 
four days of the fair next week,-where days and reports work on the Bangor 
they will serve ho^lunches and drinks j Opea House as started. The contract
tion in St. John last week.
Mrs. Horace Buxton and Mrs. Chas. 
Pearce of Washington State were in 
town the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. 
A. Gorham for the week -end. i
Mrs. Geo. Allen and son Bert of 
Brownville Jet., are the guests of Mrs. i
s McIntyre i 
for a short visit. ;
J Miss Doris Powers of Brookline, 
[Mass., accompanied by Mrs. Lovejoy 
j  arrived by auto Saturday and are the 
| guests of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Dunn.
The Houlton Firemen who were 
guests of the St. John firemen last 
week during the celebration are loud 
in their praises for the splendid en­
tertainment.
Pereival C. Foss a certified Public 
accountant of Portland has accepted 
a position with Fred S. Shean in his 
accounting work and comes highly 
recommended.
Christian Science services held each 
Sunday at 11 a. m., Sincock Hall. Aug. 
i24th, Subject: "Mind.” Wednesday 
J evening at 7.30 a testimonial meeting.
; All are welcome.
! Rev. H. H. Cosman will preach at 
, the Hammond school house 10.30 a. 
im.; Ludlow 3.00 p. m. and Tannery
have come out against the law. Con- 
Houlton gress has been flooded with petitions 
celebra- ! for repeal of the law, in collision with 
| a counter-flood urging retntion of the 
statute.
Loss of time in farm labor is the 
principal objection raised to the law.
Mr. Putnam is the son of Mr. and 
j I^rs. Amos Putnam of this town and 
is well known. He enlisted with the 
Canadians, going overseas with the 
55th Battalion and later being trans­
ferred to the 24th.
After a short wedding trip the cou­
ple will return to Houlton where the 
bride will make her home while her 
husband completes his college course 
at Burdette’s Commercial College, ' 
Boston.
of til kinds. The patronage which 
they received during the July 3-4 cel- 
ebrttlon gafe. patrdns an idea of 
what good things they furnish.
having been let to the Otto Nelson Co. 
Mr. Bolen will act as superintending 
architect.
Capt. Richmond P. Hobson, who
Tbe American lied .Cross will make j sunk the old battleship in Santiago
.t  nation-wide Appeal foi* members and 
money during-the ~10days from Mon­
day, November 3, through Tuesday, 
November .Anfil&ttee Day. accord­
ing to the iJinouncement made this 
week by Jgmes Jsckson, Manager of 
tbe New England Division of the Red 
Cross, at Division Headquarters in 
Boston. This will be the only Red 
Crora campaign this year. It will he 
known as the Third Red Cross Call.
Orders have been Issued from the 
State Educational Department by 
State Superintendent of Schools Au-
j Bay In 1898 at the time of the Spanish 
American war, and an ex-Congress- 
man will be in Hculton Aug. 31 and 
I address the citizens. Every person 
j 1h  town will want to hear him. 
i There will he no final hearings in 
'naturalization cases at Caribou at the 
September term of Court, the law pro­
hibits the issuing of any certificate 
of naturalization or first papers, on 
election day or on any day during the : 
30 days next preceding .election.
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Caribou’s Fair which is now in full
gustus O. Thomas for the regular swing with all that goes to make
August examination f o r . teachers' 
State certificates of all grades, which 
will be held It' tW  Houlton High 
School on Friday, August 29. All 
"teachers or candidates who have not 
already passed this examination should 
present then&UlYesat that time, since 
ao Other examination will be given 
until February, 1929.
good fair, is the first one to start the 
fall festivities. Next comes Houlton, 
Presque Isle, Woodstock, Fredericton, 
in order, the same race horses have 
been entered in each town and lovers 
of this popular sport are anticipating 
a month of race entertainment, as the 
entry lists never were so replete with 
sjeed.
L I T T L E  B O X  O F  C O M F O R T
Keep with you a box of those little
j
G o ld e n
H e a d a c h e Tablets
fJot A fussy powder. Relief for Headaches, Dizziness, Aches and 
>’ Pains. IndhOe Sleep. No Opium, Chloral, Morphine or Cocaine 
Be Snre to get “ BallardV’-in a box.
---------------- •-------------------
[W T ie tlte r y o u  
c lim b in g  t o w a r d s  
& sh  o r  C om fort  
s u p e r i o r  shoes  
w i l l  help yourprogress
The superiority of our shoes is dai­
ly demonstrated by the pleased feet of 
this community. See that your ward­
robe is furnished with stylish depend­
able footwear if you expect to progress 
socially or in a business way.
P a lm erV  S h o e  Store.
T
|HE months of August and September is a good time to give 
your lawns a good fertilizer, one which acts quickly b i t  
does not burn the grass. I have iust what you want in 
my “Special Brand” of pulverized Sheep Manure. This 
is entirely free from weeds and absolutely pure. You 
will be more than pleased with its effects on your lawn.
The majority of large estates are using this fertilizer for 
their lawns and gardens with wonderful results.
“Special Brand” pulverized Sheep Manure 
good for gardens, house plants and lawns.
It is put up in any amount at four cents per pound.
is especially
EVERBEARING STRAWBERRY PLANTS
Why don’t you plant some Everbearing Strawberry plants 
this month. All plants are grown in pots and will bear next
year.
The Everbearing Strawberry wll give you good berries 
from August until frost—Let me tell you more about them.
Now, also, is a good time to set out Raspberries and other 
fruits, shrubs aDd peonies.
C h a d w i c k ,  F l o r i s t
C o n s e r v a t o r i e s  16 H ig h  S t., H o u lto n , M e .
demand that t h e  p r o n g s  
holding the diamond or other precious stone in its 
setting be slender. In time these prongs become 
worn so to insure the safety of your stones 
should have your rings examined frequently
Brin? your rings into our store and let us assure you that
the stones are secure.
you
the teatures of our Up-to-DateThis is only ONE of 
Repair Department.
We carry a full line of the latest designs in Ring Settings 
Our immense stock of Jewelry, Watches, Precious Stones. 
Out Glass. Fancy China, Sterling and Silver Plate enables 
our patrons to make selections easy for gift purposes of 
any occasion.
Perry’s J e w e l e r  a n d  O p t o m e t r i s tMarket Square, Houlton, Maine
A T  T H E  D R E A M
Program Week of August 18
M O ND AY
D O U G L A S  F A IR B A N K S  in
T H E  H A B I T  O F H A P P IN E S S  
M A C K  S E N N E T T  F A S T  C O M E D Y
T U E S D A Y
E T H E L  C L A Y T O N  in
P E T T I G R E W ’S G IR L  
M O O N L IT E  D A N C E  at the H E Y W O O D
W E D N E S D A Y
J. W A R R E N  K E R R IG A N  in
A B U R G L A R  FOR A N IG H T
T H U R S D A Y
E N I D  B E N N E T T  in P A R T N E R S  T H R E E  
FR ID A Y
M A R G U E R IT E  C L A R K  in
T H R E E  M E N  A N D  A G IR L  
Last Episode of “ W H O  IS NO. 1"
S A TU R D A Y
J A C K  P IC F O R D  and L O U IS E  H U F F  in
F R E C K L E S
M A C K  S E N N E T T  F A S T  C O M E D Y  
Last Episode of “ W H O  IS NO. 1“
USE T H E  R E S T  ROOM, at the D R E A M
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A U G U S T  C L E A R A N C E  S A L E
$ A T
G. W. RICHARDS & COMPANY
$50,000 worth of Merchandise to be offered at prices that cannot be duplicated
for some time 'to come
Our entire stock of Fall and W inter goods were contracted for and purchased several months ago. Since 
making our purchases the market prices have been steadily going up in leaps and bounds, and we find 
ourselves with a large stock on hand worth 15 to 33 p. c. more than we can purchase the same items today
We are going to give the benefit of these low prices to our customers. You 
-------------save dollars at this sale where you can save pennies at others-------
can
Sale Starts Wednesday, August 20
and continues throughout the balance of the month 
Read over the many items and compare our prices with those found elsewhere
which we will receive later. These were contracted when cloth was much 
cheaper than can be secured now.
If you are thinking of purchasing a new Fall Coat or Suit, you can save from $5 to $10 by purchas- 
-------------------------------- ing now, as every day brings an advance in Coats and Suits------------------------ ---------
Our Stocks are large and our prices are very reasonable
W e  ask that you visit our Garment Department and look around. W e  are always glad to show you 
whether you are thinking of buying or not. Our prices are invariably lower than can be found elsewhere.
If not tell us about it
W. Richards
25 Market Square
33 Y e a rs  o f M erchand ising
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I Continued from Page four) ; Germans are now in the course of re- of the gorernmcnt land. fact that stock sicknesses are practi-
(Continued rrom page iou , | trJation and this number will prob- The south is commonly described as rally nonexistent.
GKJUKRAL LEONARD WOOD ablv be increased by another 400 a desert and its virtues from a stock- The veldt conditions are very difter- 
+memy, but an enemy who is halting Moj>eover it antiCipated that at raising point of view or any other ent from the north and vegetation is 
* t  nothing. least' another 100() Germans will re- point of view are not apparent to the very scarce as against luxurious
Must Cripple Enemy turn t0 Germanv voluntarily. ! stranger or chance traveler. It has growth of the north. There
“Learn all the dirty tricks which dts- BHtish settIer* are of the opinion! always been negleted and scorned trees from Rehoboth 
*h le  and cripple an enemy. I am sorry ^  (ormer‘ German officers andiboth by the government and the pros- the veldt is composed of grass and
to have to say this to you. We goW ticularly the former, who; pective settler. However, the man bush in most places, very much like
thought, in war, that we had reached ^  sett’led on tbe iand, ought to he! who knows the south, recognizes its karroo, except that the hush is not
m  age .where fair play would rule, but compulsorily rppatriate(1' They in-i great possibilities as a stock-raising thick. The grass short
WO have gone back to the early stages. bot‘h the DuU.hman and na*! country and the South African farmer, and is drought resisting.
tt  to simply »  game of k lUmg,  nothing ^  ^  ( (  they „.eri, left ln l h a t j particularly those living near lie the hush forms the
«lse, and the fellow who can stand me d lm()St certainly; southern border, are also beginning to part of the veldt.
« ■ «  « * •  longeet who can, snrtto last, of ,)enminent j c o g n iz e  its pofentlalltiee in this re-
to the man who Is going to win. possihiliiies of the; s„e, t.
* On the subject of discipline, Gen. lue 1
s
are no 
southward and
so
and sweet, 
However, 
most important
WRHIEYS
tiiiiV »ii ii 3
fiimsi
iiiiiPjsr
The
Wood said: "W e are trying to give 
you a discipline which is founded on 
respect for your officers and your com­
rades, and your confidence in them. 
We do not want to give you the dis­
cipline of fear. We have the machin­
ery to do ft, but we never want to use 
that if we can help it, because it is not 
Ike right kind of discipline. That is 
the kind of discipline you are going to 
-Me fall when the break does come
country are practically of unknown Those Britishers who have entered
south is undoubted more free 
from disease than the north, and this 
may be due to less rain tnd more
quality and quantity, except for the) (he protectorate snce it was occupied severe winters.
Otavi mines in the north and the) are loud in their praise of this region to the 
Diamond mines in the south. Geol-j and highly satisfied with the results ture 
ogists of high repute, who have vis-1 they have attained. Horses, cattle,
In the south, owing 
minimum rainfall, no agricul- 
is possible. The average 15.000 
morgen farm in the'south will carry
ited Kaokoveldt in the north are of Namaqua sheep and Boar goats all do 250 head of large stock and :’>,00O head
opinion that Kaokoveldt is highly exceptionally well and in some por- of small stock, while farm in the
mineralized and occurences of tin have tions of the Rehoboth, .Maltahohe, Rehoboth, Maltahoh 
been reported. The German govern- Gibeon, Keetmanshoope and Warmbad
inent did not encourage prospecting, districts merino and angora goats do
When a coal seam was reported to do well. The increase in sheep and
Us
have been discovered in the Berseba goats in good lambing seasons is SO
per cent, which is an exceptionally
you must divide the country into 
north and south, and that can be done
among the Germans."
Regarding the personal habits, he district in 1910, the German govern- 
aaid: "Keep yourself clean. Clean in ment immediately closed the district high percentage. This is due to the 
mind, clean in body. And when the to prospectors.
time comes for you to go over the top Apart from minerals, the country 
tone  morning, and in’ the nights and ^as a sure future in its stock-raising 
days of battle you will feel a mighty potentiaities, in which respect it has 
Sight better if you are a clean fellow boon compared with Argentina. In 
la  'mind and you will have a lot more an T^ consideration of these, possibilities
aoafldence.
Respect the Uniform
*^Look at your uniform as you look roughly by taking . the north as that 
at your flag. Remember it is just as portion to the north of Windhuk and 
dgaervlng of respect as the robes of *be south as south of Windhuk. 
ypnr clergy. It is the uniform in which ^ has enormous economic values, 
aw ay of you will make the supreme both as an agricultural and eattle- 
aacriflee. So keep it clean. raising country. Its agricultural pos-
*$lemember, you have a long road, a sibilities have only been scratched, 
jttlufid road to travel, and we are going and considerable developments are 
'(k|-"win. Whenever anyone asks you expected under this head from tin1 
long the war is going to last, tell additional capital and influence of the 
Atom you don’t know, in time, but it Population, which will undoubtedly 
last till we win. That is the way a^^e Place under the new regime.
I *  look at it. We have got to look at However, cattle-raising in the north
seems far and away more profitable.
ic and Gibeon dis­
tricts will carry more than this. The 
Keetmanshoop and Warmbad dis­
tricts are poorer than any of the 
above mentioned three. The price of 
private land in the south varies from 
05 cents to $1.75 per morgen.
!!i;t
&
II
u /iyz:::iryy w •IT
EPT secret 
and special 
and personal for 
you is
WRIGLEYS
in its a ir-tight 
sealed package.
A  goody that is 
worthy o f your 
lasting r e g a r d  
b e c a u s e  of its 
lasting  quality.
Hebron Academy
HEBRON, MAINE
II that way.
•Do not believe that you have any and certainly greater in its possibili- 
M tclal qualifications which will enable *les than agriculture. It has been 
y m  to lick the boche, the German, Proved that small stock do not thrive 
mfthout special training because that as well in the north as in the south, 
Innot true. You have got to train just whereas the north has been proved to 
M  you have tor football or a game of ;be the more excellent cattle country. 
tMeball. This war is a war of effic- The veldt is composed of grass and 
Hacy and the most efficient nation is trees- The latter disappear entirely 
RAng to win. God helps those who *be south. The average rainfall is 
themselves and nobody else.” 15 2 inches and falls during summer 
In the discharge papers given to all on^  • There are no winter rains, 
p f 'his men except the "conscientious ^be price of private land in the 
Selectors". when they were honorably no,’tb ranges from $2.25 to $6.75 per 
dttMharged, Gen. Wood makes this sig- caPe morgen (about one acre). The
’THE future holds countless opportunities 
for the wide-awake boys and far-siuhted 
Idris of today. How can your boy or irirl 
meet the needs and responsibilities of that 
treat time ?
Hebron, through its proper environment, 
close contact with students from many parts 
of the country, courses of study and plan of 
play, is fhoulding body, mind and soul for 
the tasks of this golden future.
It is an ideal school for college prepa­
ration and also offers practical courses for 
those not preparing for college.
t e n  b u i l d i n g s
■Meant statement:
Did Their Best
"Although I appreciate how keenly 
yon feel the disappointment of your 
failure to secure duty overseas in the 
actual battle area, I know you rejoice 
together with all Americans in the , 
prospect of a righteous and just peace 
fpposed upon the enemy and the ter­
mination of the terrible conflict which 
Ism Involved the whole civilied world. 
Ton have done your best. You, have 
Cheerfully and loyally discharged the 
dear duty of every citizen in time of 
wan. Your work has been a part of 
the great national effort which aided in 
aeenrlng a victorious peace.”
present administration cannot dispose
Buildings and dormitories are of the most 
beautiful type in New England. Its location 
in a hamlet having no resorts or distract­
ing entertainments, affords conditions most 
ideal for study, yet homelike atmosphere is 
maintained.
Practical courses including Sewing, Home 
Economics. Domestic Chemistry Debating, 
and Business English and Arithmetic. 
Wholesome rivalry in all sports.
For catalog and particulars, address 
WM. E. SARGENT. Litt.D.. Principal.
&
f e * ” -tU
FORTY ACRES
Three flavors to 
suit all tastes. 
Be SURE to get
WRIGLEYS
Sealed Tight 
Kept Right
The
Flavor Lasts
24
OPENS UP RICH REGION
The total prewar German population 
nf What was formerly known as the 
"Gnrman Southwest Africa, Including 
women and children, was 14,000. Of 
-these 2,000 belonged to German gar- i 
lleons and 800 were police. Though ! 
no statement on the subject has been j 
made in the Union parliament, it is j 
known that within the last few weeks 
t jn o  soldiers and police have been 1 
Mpotriated. In addition 600 civilian i
The very birds upon the trees Repeat such sentiments as these— “The very finest winter wheat,In Town Talk Flour is what you eat.”
Milled on Honor—Ideal for 
Every Baking
TOWN TALK FLOUR
M ,
I Ofl
asw
■ur
LAV:
CAMELS supply cigarette contentment beyond anything you ever experienced! You never tasted such full- bodied mellow-mildness; such refreshing, appetizing 
flavor and coolness. The more Camels you smoke the 
greater becomes your delight— Camels are such a ciga­
rette revelation !
Everything about Camels you find so fascinating is due to 
their quality—to the expert blend of choice Turkish and 
choice Domestic tobaccos.
You’ll say Camels are in a class by themselves—they seem 
made to meet your own personal taste in so many ways! 
Freedom from any unpleasant cigaretty after-taste or un­
pleasant cigaretty odor makes Camels particularly desirable 
to the most fastidious smokers. And, you smoke Camels as 
liberally as meets your own wishes, for they never tire your
taste! You are always keen for the 
cigarette satisfaction that makes 
Camels so attractive. Smokers real­
ize that the value is in the cigarettes 
and do not expect premiums or cou­
pons !
Compare Camels with any ciga­
rette in the world at any price !
v.»
:• Tr.
•V
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it Possible to Legislate 
Life and Brains?
Sw ift &  Company is prim arily  
an organization of men, not a 
collection of brick, mortar, and 
machinery.
Packing Plants, their equipment 
and usefulness are only outward  
symbols of the intelligence, life long 
experience, and right purpose of 
the men w ho compose the organi­
zation and of those w ho direct it
W i l l  not Governm ent direction 
of the packing industry, now  con­
templated by Congress, take over the 
empty husk of physical property 
and equipment and sacrifice the 
initiative, experience and devotion 
of these men, which is the life itself 
of the industry?
W h a t  legislation, w hat political 
adroitness could replace such life 
and brains, once driven out?
18c. a package
— v* tr* . 
A* 3- -.'
Cam els are sold e veryw h ere  in scientifically  
sealed packages o f  20 cigarettes or ten pack­
ages (200 c igarettes) in a glasstne-paper- 
covered carton. W e strongly recom m end  
th is carton for the home or office supply  
or when you tra vel.
R.J.REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C.
■rsfwv*<v.
J:* v l r*^ f  "it*.* 
’. j ; n
•VC*’.
I**-
Let us send you a “Swift Dollar,* 
It will interest you.
Address Swift and Company 
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, 111.
Swift & Company, U. S.
Houlton Local Branch, 74 Bangor Street 
H. E. Mishou, Manager
Vn
fS
\ /2. 96:tr*99**a 65%  ‘
ToStockRaiser
O O
THIS SHOWS 
WHAT BECOMES OF 
THE AVERAGE DOLLAR 
RECEIVED BY
SWIFT & COMPANY
FROM THE SALE OF MEAT 
AND BY PPODUCrS 
85 CENTS IS PAID FOR THE 
LIVE A N IM A L  
12.96 CENTS FOR LABOR 
EXPENSES AND FREIGHT 
2 .0 4  CENTS REMAINS 
WITH
SWIFT & COMPANY
AS PROFIT
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Our Third Big Anniversary Sale
A u g u s t t o  A u g u s t  30
£
For three successful business years it has been our policy to conduct a “Genuine Clearance Sale” during 
the month of August. This sale always precedes our Fall Goods Display of ladies garments and wearing 
apparel of all kinds. It also gives us a chance to turn our stock into cash, thereby eliminating all waste 
-------  --------  of left-over merchandise
As This Opportunity Comes But Once a Year
Hundreds of customers watch for this event as past experience has proven to them that at no other time
or place are such genuine bargains offered. Attend this sale 
and be convinced that every article offered is all that we 
claim it to be. REMEMBER—the sale starts Saturday, Aug.
23 at 8.30 a. m. and closes Saturday, Aug. 30 at 10 p. m. For 
these seven business days we will offer our entire stock of 
Ladies’ and Misses’ Goats. Suits, Dresses, Skirts, Waists,
Raincoats, Housedresses. etc. at prices below the wholesale 
cost of this merchandise today. I f  you want to save some 
money on your clothes thi - is your chance.............................
Bungalow Aprons 
$1.19
Made of good quality of Percales or 
GlAghams, loose or elastic belted 
models, light or dark patterns, as 
long as they last. The kind you 
have been paying $1.50 to $1.75 for
Extra Specials
All White Muslin Underwear, con­
sisting of Petticoats, Nightgowns, 
Envelopes, Combinations, etc..
Everything priced regular 
at $1.98. Sale price 
Everything priced regular 
at $1.60 \ Sale price
Everything priced regular at 
$1.19 and $1.00
Sale price
Corset Covers 50c value
Sale price
Corset Covers 25c value
Sale price
Brassieres 35c value
Sale price 
Ladies* Pants 50 and 59c value M pC  
Sale price
White Voile Waists
$1.98
All new summer styles, reg. values 
$2.50 and $2.98 each. We also have 
a few wafsts left that were sold re­
gularly for $1.25. Will close A C C  
them out at
New Slip-On Sweaters
Soft worsted, sleeveless Sweater, 
assorted shades, $4.50 $Q.OO 
value. Sale price ^  —
All wool slip-on with fitted waist 
and long sleeves, $5.98 value $4.50 
Sale price *  —
We have some higher priced slip-ons 
which we will close out at prices far 
below wholesale price today.
Smocks—Extra Value
No doubt you have seen them at our 
store during the past month or two. 
You know what they are.
Regular values $3.75 and $A.75 
Your choice at ™  —$3.98.
Middy Blouses 
Values up to $1.75 
Middy Blouses
Values up to $2.50
$4 .19 each1
$4 .69 each1
W e do not believe in these 
so*called sales every week 
or month, but our policy 
is to have a big Anniver­
sary Sale each year. We 
a re  going to close out all 
our Summer Merchandise 
regardless o i m a r k e t  
prices. We want to give 
you real values and  all 
we ask is a visit to our  
store to convince you.
Gloves at Reduced 
Prices
Our wash Cape Gloves that have 
formerly sold for $2.25 and $2.50 
and will positively sell for $2.98 this 
fall will be paced on sale at $4 .691
Ladies’ Hosiery
We carry the Notaseme, Burson, 
Challenge and Ipswich lines of 
Ladies’ and Misses’ Hosiery and we 
are prepared to close out these lines 
at low prices.
$2.50 All Silk Hose Sale $ 4  .89
Kid Gloves in all shades that have 
formerly sold for $3 and $3.50 and 
will positively sell for $4.00 per pair 
this fall will be placed on sale $£.69 
at »
We guarantee a saving of at least $1 
on every pair of gloves you buy 
during this sale.
Dresses Dresses
A full and complete line of Taffetas, 
Georgettes and Serges will be offer­
ed at greatly reduced prices. Come 
in and look them over.
Summer Wash Dresses reduced.
Silk Sweaters
We have about 50 Silk Sweaters on 
hand which sold originally from $9 
to $27.50 each. These Sweaters will 
be old out at sacrifice prices ranging 
from $E"98 to $4 TF.50
i
$2.00 All Silk Hose 
$1.50 All Silk Hose 
85c Silk Hose
Sale $ 4  .45
$
1
Sale .19
Sale 0 0 c
We have also a full line of Lisle Silk 
Hose, also Cotton Hose, which will 
be reduced in price.
Children’s Stockings value 35 and 
45c a pair to be reduced to O A C
17
Suits Suits Suits
Do you want to save $ £  to $4 0.50
These are amounts * *  ■ ™
that wil 
prices.
come off of our regular 
We have only a few suits left
mid this will be a grand opportunity
for you 
chased.
if you have not already pur-
We cannot itemize even ’ article that
we have in the store and that will be
placed on sale, but we would like
you to come in and look around and
see what you will see.
Children’s Dresses and 
Children’s Coats
Prices to be reduced so low' that 
every lady can afford to buy one or 
more even though she may have 
enough.
Coats to be reduced one-half in price
These Items to be placed on sale also Handkerchiefs 
Bathrobes 
Boys’ Wash Suits 
Traveling Bags 
Middy Ties 
Belts
Dust Coats
Turkish Towels Umbrellas 
Children’s Rompers Silk Umbrellas 
Children’s Overalls Parasols 
Men’s Hose Baby Coats 
Ribbons Baby Bonnets 
Ferris Waists Children’s Hats
Auto Hats 
Bathing Caps 
Notions
Ribbed Underwear 
Summer Furs 
Men’s Ties
n n u  m/nni u i u l k  m i n u a
No Goods Exchanged No Goods Charged
No Money Refunded
LADIES GARMENT STORE
MARKET
S q U A R B EVERYTH ING  
IN LADIES WEAR
HOULTON
M A I N E
.  '  ' V ‘ >-
Changeable Silk 
Petticoats $4.95
Heavy quality Taffeta, very well 
made and a wonderful assortment 
of colors and styles. Regular value 
$5.98 to $7.50
Heatherbloom tops with silk flounce 
Petticoats. Regular $0-98
values $3.98 €m
Raincoats 25 per cent. 
Discount
All Raincoats to be reduced 25%
A $15.00 coat to be *^1 *| ^
A $10.00 Coat to be $^.50
Barmon’s Electric 
Brand Housedresses
A large assortment of Ginghams, 
Cham brays and Percales. Sold every­
where else from $1.98 to $3.98
Sale price .25 to $2.50
We also have a good assortment of 
housedresses to fit stout women, 
sizes 46 to 56 bust at greatly re­
duced prices.
Georgette and Crepe 
de Chene Waists
New colors and latest designs $|J-50 
Value $5.98 to $7.50 Sale price ®
Wash Skirts $4.25 ea.
The best quality Garbardine and new­
est styles. Regular prices were $5.50 
to $6.98.
We also have a few cheaper Skirts 
whch we will close out at $4 .00 
Regular values $1.25 to $1.98 ■
CLOTH SKIRTS— O C  % discount 
off regular prices during this
sale. We have the newest materials 
and styles.
Silk Taffeta, Silk Poplins and Plaids 
discount off of regular 
prices.
American Lady 
Corsets
We will discount every pair sold dur­
ing this sale from 25c to $1 pe pair
W e  w ish  to w a rn  anyone  
w ho  comes to this store  
w ith  the intention ot shop ­
lifting, that if they are  
caught, we w ill prosecute  
them  to tbe fu ll extent of 
the law . . . . .
Variety
Service
Value
Style
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CANADA BECOMING
ALMOST A NATION
With Her Own Ambaaaador at Wash- 
inston, Paopia Wonder What Is Next
Anxiety over Canada’s claims to 
JBore complete self-government is 
Crom time to time expressed in Eng­
land. Recently questions were asked 
at Westminster concerning the signifi­
cance of the proposed Canadian Ara- 
feaaaadorahlp at Washington, Bonar 
Law, who replied, conveying little
FIRST PULLMAN
HAILED AS JOKE
Of the many inventions which are 
now regarded as an indispensible ad­
junct to he everyday existence of the
modelled into 10 sleeping berths on ! in. Increased yields such as thse re- 
each side, or a total of 20. ! ported above quickly pay for the
Wash rooms were placed at each end machine, and, according to Mr. Nic- 
and there were also lockers for the hols, it is “placing the wheat-raising 
bedding, towels, etc. Cherry wood was business on a new basis." He says: 
used for the interior finishing, it be- “As an average for the country, 
human race, none was greeted withjing the desire of Cullman to give the year after year, deep, early prepara- 
greater scorn nr cars as much distinction and luxury tion of the seed-bed is the vital thing
’ as possible. *n getting good yield of wheat. Fairly
• Business was poor at the outset and good yields usually are produced even 
| few persons appeared willing to ex- in unfavorable years on the fields that 
iperiment. They had been accustomed were plowed deeply early in July, 
to the old-fashioned, straight-backed, This early preparation allows a prompt 
uncomfortable seats and were slow to start of the bacterial and chemical 
make a change. plant foodforming agencies, so the
Pullman, however, refused to be dis- maximum amount of plant food will 
couraged or disheartened, and, care- j he available later when the crop is 
full conserving his capital, built an- planted. . . .  Most of the progress made 
other sleeper upon a more elaborate by tractor farming has come because
of the appreciation of the need foi 
He deep plowing.”
It
greater scorn or derision, when first 
broached by the inventor, than the 
sleeping car. It is sixty years since 
the first sleeper made its appearance, 
and upon the anniversary of the intro-
ca in which the writers desire to try Americans have picked me to lay their 
their luck in a lottery they believe to * money for them, but really I am not a 
exist is increasing. I would like to
please the Americans, but just now the 
work of discussing the German peace 
treaty is weighing heavily upon my 
time.
“ I likt
this is too much.
position of a big
a good American joke, but
candidate for the 
lottery promotor."
He said jokingly that his postage 
bill was mounting to considerable pro­
portions in answering the letters of
I ductlon of this revolutionary feature 
comfort to the anxious ones, for what j of the railway world it is timely to re- 
fce said in polite phrase might be call the vicissitudes that were ex- 
tnnalated into this: iperienced by the man who conceived
“It is none of England's business ! the idea and who refused to be dis 
what Canada proposes to do in the!couraged by the scepticism and an-
matter.” itagnostlc attitude displayed both by .^........j...................... .............
The only way England could come in-1 the railroad officials and the traveling |SCale and which represented an invest 
to the discussion, he said; was on the | public in the first years that the new ment of approximately 
Issue of whether she would let Cana- j type of car was in operation. | named this car the “Pionee r’
dado what Canada wanted to or not,! George Mortimer Pullman, the in-!carried improved trucks, was wider' 
and that, he Intimated, was not is his ; ventor, Is dead, but he lived to see the jand higher than the ordinary cars and 
▼lew a discussable question. sleeping car develop into a commer- j in many respects a long step forward
There la, however, no mystery as clal success far beyond his wildest | in car building, especial attention be- 
to the goal Canada is headed for. Only j dreams. The man who built the first ing paid to the furnishing, decorations 
at rare intervals does any British or cars, Leonard Seibert, master car- and solidity.
Dominion statesman ijiake any public (builder of the Chicago and Alton Rail 
reference to the Imperial problem, and j road, in Bloomnigton, is also in the 
then *lt is generally in conventional! long sleep, but J. L. Barnes, the first 
iftrsse, But every one who is observ- conductor, yet lives, making his home 
lag events at all knows that far-reach- in Chanute, Kan. The original cars 
teg constitutional changes are under have long since gone to the junk heap 
way, that some of them have already ! but their.successors, are now numji^r- 
been accomplished and that others, i ed by the thousands, while the capffal 
perhaps momentous, are imminent. In , invested runs far into the millions.
I i l4  Canada didn t declare wai on i  -phe jnven{0r was a native of New 
Germany; then the axiom, When York state and was born in Chautau- 
Bngland is at war, Canada is at war qUa county, March 3, 1831. He learn- 
sufflced, but in 1919 Canada signs the e{j r^a(je Gf cabinet maker at Al- 
peace treaty and joins the League of {jjon an(j securing contracts from out-
I feel elated that would-be lottery participants.
Nations. Obviously something impor 
tout has happened in the meantime.
Five Years Ago and Now 
Even the peace treaty incident didn’t 
carry with it all the implications in­
volved In this Washington Ambassador 
tasteess. Signing the treaty after all 
l ig h t  have been merely a recognition 
off Canada’s contribution to the fight­
ing. But, a foreign Ambassador at 
Washington concerns it in a way that 
vitally affects the relations of all the , 
Dominions and the Motherland. i 
imperialists of the round table Lord 
Milner type have insisted that the 
i m i .| any scheme of fully self-govern­
ing dominions would inevitably founder 
« ■  was the issue of peace and wai*and 
foreign relations generally; that the 
Moment any dominion declared war or 
signed peace or proceeded to appoint 
Bor own foreign Ambassadors, that 
som ent would that dominion be fram 
teg a declaration of independence. 
TMs argument live years ago sounded
But here is Canada signing a 
paaco treaty and appointing a foreign 
Ambassador. . . .
Laurier used to be denounced by his 
opponents as a “separaist”. But be 
never proposed that Canada should 
)mve her own Ambassador at W ash­
ington. He did propose a Canadian 
navy, t  policy which every one now 
m m a m  will be followed by Canada 
an a matter of course. “Borden is 
■Imply carrying out Laurier’s policies” 
to an observation not unfrequently 
Board In Canada today.
Laurier and Smuts
Fortunately Borden is able to in- 
alet on autonomy without incurring the 
suspicion which would have attached 
to Laurier in his place. In England j 
Borden Inspires confidence. But Eng- 
i m u  never quite understood and per- 
Baps never quite trusted Laurier. In 
AM respect he was in contrast with 
Bants* the Boar General from South 
Africa, who was in the field against 
Boglsnil nineteen years ago, but who 
Boring the last years of the great war 
Became a tower of strength to Eng- 
Bad.
Smuts, the Boar-firitisher, a n d  
Laurier, the French-Britisher, had 
similar views on the political future 
of the empire. But Smuts could talk 
to England, as he has recently been 
dblng, “like a Dutch uncle,” without 
giving offense, whereas, Laurier al­
ways had to be as circumspect as a 
8onday school teacher. Englishmen 
seemed to have an understanding of 
IBs Dutch mind, even if a former en- 
omy that was lacking when it came 
to  the French anadian. Besides, 
flmuts, s soldier and a man of action,
Bod In German Africa and afterward 
in London proved hie loyalty by deeds, 
a course not open to a frail phlloso- 
pBor.
The “Centralisers” with t h e i r  
scheme for an Imperial Parliament 
Bove exhibited curious unconcern at 
recent developments, which seem on 
the surface to spell shipwreck for all 
their elaborate plans. They have re­
cently secured a notable recruit In H.
G. Wells, who declares it to be es- j 
sential that there should be a “devel- 
opment of the present British Parlia­
ment into an Imperial Parliament j  
with overseas representatives.” I
What Next?
The Imperial Parliament is still in 
Umbo, but an Imperial war “cabinet”
Bos been In being for two years. This 
“cabinet” was constituted without any 
mandate from any electorate, it was 
e war measure and as such went un- ; 
challenged as long as it delivered the 
gcods. Now Lord Milner and others j  
declare the Imperial war Cabinet 
must be continued as an Imperial 
Cabinet as a permanent organ of the 
British Imperial Constitution.
Meanwhile Canadians are waiting 
wttli interest announcement of the ap­
pointment of the first Canadian am­
bassador to Washington, and lnfor- ; 
station as to how he is received after |
Bo gets IbW*. It will usher in a new I 
ora In Cihtdian-American relations, j 
Of course, on all matters where Brit­
ish Interests outside Canada are con­
cerned the British embassy will ' 
function aa it does now, but the Cana- 
dlui embassy will deal directly w ith ;
-•D purely Canadian Issues.
-side cities experienced the discom­
forts of night traveling at that time.
I one of the most unpleasant features 
of the primitive railroading of that 
era. His mind conceived a means to 
relieve the traveler of such hardships, 
and the germ of the sleeping car was 
born. Receiving no encouragement in 
the E^st, he determined to go West, 
and in 1855 reached Chicago. The 
{western metropolis was then in its 
j swaddling clothes. The streets were 
marshy and the drainage villainous, j 
Young Pullmaq, conceived the idea of 
raising the streets and secured con­
tracts for this undertaking. The 
money derived enabled him to finance 
the construction of the first sleeping 
cars and carry on the battle against 
prejudice and the ridicule of railway 
officials and the patrons of the va­
rious lines of travel.
When Pullman was ready to launch
The enlarged car forced alterations 
! of station platforms, bridges, etc., in 
order to insure proper clearance. The 
initial trip of the “ Pioneer” was made 
as a part of the funeral train which 
carried the body of Abraham Lincoln 
from Chicago to Springfield in May, 
1865. It was next utilized by Gen. U. 
S. Grant in making a triumphant trip 
from Detroit to his home in Galena,
I ill., following the surrender of Let1.
In 1867 the Pullman Palace Car Co. 
was incorporated, and that year the 
.first car was operated between Chic­
ago and New York. Previously the 
variation in the gauges of the vari­
ous roads made this impossible1. That 
year also marked the completion of the 
! first combination sleeper and dining 
car.
YANKEE CASH PUTS
LUZZATTI IN FIX
"1 am in a terrible fix", said Prof. 
Luigi Luzzatti, former minister of 
Italy, today.
He was referring to large numbers 
of letters he was receiving from the 
United States, containing money which 
Americans desired him to place for j 
them in an international lottery for! 
which they were under the impression 1 
he was standing sponsor.
“Day after day," said Signor Luz/.a- 
tti, “ the number of letters from Ameri-
COMPLETELY EQUIPPED
with the best facilities in every de­
partment the Moulton Trust Company 
offers you a service of exceptional 
value in the transaction of your bank­
ing business.
Houlton T rust Co.
Ho ultoi i,Maine
MORE WHEAT
WITH TRACTORS
| Kansas farmers who use tractors in 
| their work are getting eight to ten 
(more bushels of wheat per acre than , 
| those who do not use them, according j 
to J. J. Hartman, a wheat and live-! 
stock farmer near Elmo, Kan., who is 
quoted in an article entitled, “ Trac- 
tor Increases the Wheat Yield”, con- : 
trbuted by F. B. Nichols to The Trac­
tor and Gas Engine Review (Madihon, j 
Wis., July). Success in winter-wheat! 
growing, Mr. Nichols asserts, is large­
ly a matter of plowing deeply early
t in the season. This will conserve 
his project he looked around for shops j moisture, aid in the forming of avail- 
which would be in a position to carry |abie p[ant f00d, an<j anow the capil- 
out his ideas. Most of the railway | iary  attraction to be restored before 
lines were so antagonistic that they | planting-time. This early, deep plow-! 
would not give him an audience. He | however, can not be done over a 
was finally successful in securing the j large acreage, in hot weather with the j 
consent of the Chicago & Alton offic- (ordinary horse equipment of a farm; i 
ials to use the Bloomington shops and . ancj here is w here the tractor comes ,
what employes were necessary. Going 
to that city, he engaged Seibert and 
empowered him to employ what help 
would be needed to remodel two of the 
coaches best adapted for the needs of 
the inventor. These cars were pur­
chased from the rialroad and rebuilt 
to correspond to the ideas of Pullman. 
The length of these cars was 44 feet 
They had the flat roof that marked 
the primitive coaches of those days of 
pioneer railroading, and 15 windows 
on each side, the glass in each being 15 j 
inches in length and 12 inches in width j  
The roof was low, barely 6 feet 9 ins. 
from the floor. The cars were re -!
OVER-ACIDITY
of the stomach has upset many a 
night’s rest If your stomach is acid- 
disturbed, dissolve two o r three
Ki-MOIDS
on the tongue before retiring and en­
joy refreshing sleep. The purity and 
goodness of Ki'tnoid* guaranteed by
SCOTT A  BOWNE 
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION
Standard Liniment
For Summer complaints. Half teaspoonfull in sweetened 
water gives immediate relief
35 c e n t s  a  B o t t l e
H a t h e V v a y  D r u g  C o m p a n y
“ The R ex a ll Store**
___ __ ______ —
SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY
BRINGS SURE RELIEF
_For IN  ysart CK>LX> KMDAL Haarlem 
Oil toe enabled fluttering h—nanlfy to 
wfttietand attaeke of Kldnegr. aver, 
bladder and stomach troubles and au
diseases oonneoted with tbs ,
organs and to bond op sad restore to 
health organa weakened by disease, 
These most Important organs moot bo 
watohod. bfloanofl they filter and parity 
tha blend; unions they do thetr work yon are doomed.
Weariness, eleepleosaeos, a< 
despondency, boehochn Mobw  
blStpaiafl fit the Iotas sad to
isr&jsz&f’ssi&zrw
sIT w r a yen of troobla wttb yea r___
asm  <aoU> MBDAL Haarlem OH Cap­
sules are the remedy you need. Tak« 
three or four every day. The healing 
oh cooks into the cells and lining of 
the kidneys sad drives out the poteen*. 
Bow W e and health will surely follow. 
When year normal Tiger has been re­
stored eoothme treatment for a while 
to keep youraelf in condition and pre­
vent a return of the disease.
Don’t wait until you are Incapable of 
fighting. Start taking GOLD MEDAL 
Haarlem Otl Capsules today. Tour drug­
gist wfll ebecrfuDy refund your money 
#  yea ere net oattefied with results. 
Bat be qare to get the original Import­
ed BOLD M Hm L  and aooept no sub- 
Otltatea In three elaee. Sealed pack- 
At all drug stores.
ENJOY 
ALU THE
COMFORTS 
OF HOME 
N YOUR HOME
Have Water When and 
Where You Want It
free from trouble—work—and with economy 
and convenience.
The Famous ^  System
O urleadei— adequately provides for every need. Meets 
every  requirem ent o i deep or shallow well, cistern, lake, spring  or river.
T he LEADER is easily installed: always operates satisfactory.
Telj us your problem s. W e wilt be happy to  offer suggestions.
We also carry a com plete line of
Pumps, Farm Engines and Lighting 
Systems of every description.
Free 192 page Catalog on request. (319)
R. B. DUNNING & CO. BANGpR, MAINE.
MEDICINAL ROOTS, HERBS, 
BARKS AND BERRIESArid other alteratives, tonics and health-giving ingredients that are recommended in the best medical books, are combined in Hood’s Sar­saparilla. It builds up the blood, improves the appetite, invigorates the digestion, tones the stomach and gives nerve strength so as to promote permanent good health. Has merit­ed and held the praise of three gen­erations. You should give it a trial.As a gentle thorough cathartic manv recommend Hood’s Pills.
l o o k  f o r  
t h e  f e d  b a l l  
t r a d e  m a r k
Firearms $ Ammunition
Shootin! Right!
WHEN DOLLARS GO
TO YOUR CREDIT
at the Houlton Savings Bank you know 
they are safe and will faithfully per­
form their work by earning interest 
for you. Step into the Houlton Sav­
ings Bank and open an account—a 
step in the right direction.
Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum 
have been paid for the past nine years
Houston Savings^ B^ nk
^ H ^ U J T O N , M AIN.E’
S  T  R  E  1 3  T
It is delightful to live on Easy Street 
Come to this Bank, start a savings ac­
count, and begin to build your house 
on Easy Street, or provide for the 
rainy day, when a Bank Account will 
be a help to pay the Bills which 
come due.
SMALL ACCOUNTS WELCOME
The “small accounts” we especially 
welcome are those which are growing 
by the addition of regular small de­
posits.
Open such an account, persist in sav­
ing and depositing. You will soon 
find that your account is no longer 
small, but has grown and become
A LARGE ACCOUNT
H O U L T O N ,  M A I N E
1920
Models “K”Series
Tbe Buick Model KrStx-49
Buick Seven-Passenger Touring Car
T H E  B U IC K  Model-K-Six-49 is a big, roomy, open car for 
seven persons, with a range of service in keeping with its 
powerful Valve-in-Head motor. The long wheelbase, the 
extra size tonneau, the completeness of all details making 
for comfort and convenience give it an air of unlimited
capacity that is amply borne out by its continued and 
consistent performance. ■
This body is divided by a double cowl, into which the fold­
ing seats disappear when not in service. These extra seats 
are so arranged as to give liberal space to all occupants in 
the tonneau, thereby avoiding any possible crowding.
The slanting windshield braces form the front support 
| for the high-grade top, which is also equipped with well-
made side curtains that swing open with the doors.
| When B e tte r  A u to m o b ile s  A r e  B u i l t  B U IC K  W ill B u ild  Them
I  . .  B C c l I l j  Distributor for Aroostook ICounty
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! SURROUNDING TOWNS
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OAKFIELD !Mi E. Libby
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Mathews j (Congratulations are extended to Mr. 
are spending a few days In the south- j and M r ! Frank McCordic on the ar- 
ern part of the state with friends. t rival of la 13 lb boy.
P. H. Martin who recently under- Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Grant of New 
went a surgical operation at the E . , Limerick were guests at Waldo Car- 
11 Hospital, Bangor is much improv- michael’f? during camp meeting, 
ed at this writing. ; Grangers; will please remember the
Friends of the Misses Lea and Clara ; meeting'onr Saturday evening, Aug. 23 
Browne will be interested to hear they at the Grange hall. There will be de- 
hare been accepted a3 pupil nurses in jgree work, program and Harvest sup- 
the House of Mercy Hospital, Pitts- .per.
Held# Mass. v . Mr. and Mrs. Frank Richards and
G.*H. Grant has recently purchased J son John, Mr. Robert Richards and 
a  now 10-20 Titan Tractor and a new Mrs. Joseph Richards of Fredericton, 
Thrashing Separator which he ex- N. B., who are the guests of Mrs. Wm. 
pects to start using for the public Carson attended the camp meeting 
this week. 1 Sunday.
“fighting Roosevelts,” one of the , A narrow escape from a serious ae 
most popular attractions of the day,! cident occurred at the camp grounds 
wlU he screened at Martin’s Theatre | on Wednesday, when a car driver by 
on Tuesday night, August 26th, every- i Opal Fletcher of Monticello struck
LINNEUS TO DEMOBILIZE
Mrs. Florence Carver is. visiting he, ir ARMY BY NOV. 1
daughter m Bangor.
Mrs. Ellen Adams of Canterbury, N. I Permanent home .stations for the 
B. is visiting her son Henry C. Adams, regular army divisions returning from 
A. P. Bennett was called to Lime- overseas have been announced as 
stone last week by the death of his ,follows:
brother. First— Cam]) Taylor, Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gerry ot Smyrna s mr.vis T pyH«, Thin!
Mills were guests of relatives here t a up mavis, Iexas. ihini
last week. --Camp Pike, Arkansas. Fourth
Andrew Adams and children and Ca">l» Dodge, Iowa. Fifth-Camp Gor- 
iMrs. Willie Getchell spent last w e e k don. Georgia. Sixth-Camp Grant.
body *111 want to see this splendid at­
traction.
Frank E. Baker, round house fore­
man lor the B. & A. Railroad Co. has 
boon making extensive improvements 
on his Main St. residence, expecting 
to add a Hot Water Heating Plant, 
Bloctric Pump, Lights, Etc.
seven year old Paul Jenkins knocking 
him down in front of the car which 
passed over him, except for a few 
bruises he was not injured.
NEW LIMERICK
Ora Mooers purchased a new Dort
Illinois. Seventh— Camp Funston,
Kansas.
Each division is being returned to 
its home station for discharge of em- 
Miss June Bubar spent several days ergency enlisted men who desire to he 
last week with her aunt Mrs. Henry * released and for rec ruitment and re­
in Bangor.
Mrs. Ray Linton of Howe Brook was 
the week-end guest of her sister Mrs. 
Charlie Holmes.
Adams and family.
Warren Morjpson, son Linseott and
organization on a peace basis.
In announcing the divisional camps,
Henry Sterritt of Milo aie visiting Secretary Baker said each would be a 
relatives and tnends.
Ladies of M. E. Church will serve 
ice cream at Maccabee Hall on Thurs­
day evening, August. 21st.
Horace Bither and family spent last 
week with Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Carr 
In their cottage at Crescent Park.
branch of the “ University of Khaki."
"I fear that in the days before the 
war, we had fallen into the habit of 
taking the regular army for granted," 
he said. “We had lost, sight of the 
tremendous potential value of the army
^ . . . v .  ~J3P — D---- --------- ---------- ----------
Miss Dorothy Burpee who has been j touring car last week.
away from home nearly four years at­
tending school in Massahusetts and 
New York Is spending her vacation 
here with her parents. She expects 
to return to New York the first of 
September to assume her new position 
as stenographer with the big Catalo­
gue Store, Butler Bros, of New York 
City. _____________
LUDLOW
Several from here attended the 
Grange picnic, Wednesday.
Mg and Mrs. James Webb were 
week end guests of relatives in Mars 
Hill.
Earle Hand spent the week-end with 
Mr. and Mrs. William Knox of Houl-
ton
Mias Helen Brooks visited her aunt 
Mrs. Maurice Haley several days last
W 8tirenl auto parties attended the 
services at Littleton camp meeting, 
Sunday.
Mias Agnes Warman of the Houlton 
Telephone office force is home for her 
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Russell of 
Houlton spent 8unday with Mr. Rus- 
•ell’a mother Mrs. Angie Noyes.
Rev. H H. Cosman, Mr. and Mrs. 
Samuel Soule and Mrs. L. L. McGiven
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Grant are vis­
iting relatives in Littleton.
Miss Ada Merrill of Massachusetts 
is visiting her cousin Miss Evelyn 
Hatfield.
Mrs. Geo. Hoar who has been spend­
ing a few dayB in Caribou returned 
home Sunday.
Wendell Hand has accepted a posi­
tion as bookkeeper at the Bangor St. 
Garage in Houlton.
Mr. Timothy Rowan who has been 
in Millinocket for the past month re­
turned home Saturday.
Mrs. Sarah E. Bither returned last j  as an educational institution for train- 
week from an auto trip to New Bruns- i ing young men to become not only 
wick with her son Fred and family. ; finished soldiers, but citizens able to
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rhoda who earn more and be more. The whole 
have just returned from France were | new program of helping the soldier to 
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Firman Popfcam. j become a more efficient and useful
Mrs. David Burpee of Oakfield and , citizen will now be put into play." 
Miss D°rothy Burpee of New Jersey1 EnHstments for the reguiar army 
and Mrs. Charlie Holmes of this place , „ ^  °  , ,
spent several days last week with rel- now total 100,00 and continues to be 
atives in Howe Brook. . recorded at the rate of 5000 a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Burton re-1 Demobilization of the army so far 
turned Monday from an auto trip to t as combatant troops are concerned
Bangor and Skowhegan Mr. Isaac b completed the last of October
Sawyer and daughter Miss Carrie ac-j w , _________ ^
companied them tb Levant where they j Secretary "
on my wife. He conducted his labors 
with such deportment and so gentle­
manly an air, that he gave to the low- 
pi| depths of our house a tone which it 
Sadly lacked. She admitted that at 
first she had suspicions that his 
plumbing might he a mere subterfuge 
td bring him in closer proximity with 
our silver; hut her suspicions were al­
layed when she saw that he knew more 
about taps than the average plumber.
“ Perhaps he has come down in the 
world?” she said.
, I pointed out the aristocracy of la- 
; bor and that it was more likely he had 
been uplifted. But she still had a 
leaning toward the professions.
While we were discussing this point 
our cook appeared, looking super­
heated She had just emerged from an 
altercation with the plumber. He had 
called her “my good woman.” She 
said that no respectable woman would 
stand for that
“ But aren’t you a good woman?” I 
asked.
"Yes, but not in that tone of voice."
1 saw it was a case of interviewing 
the plumber. I therefore descended to 
the scullery. Now there is no part of 1 
a house over which a man is master 
in which he feels more subdued than in 
his scullery. I had this feeling when ’
I made my way there. 1 did it with 
the copness with which I had in the 
old days ventured up a German sap. 
Hand-grenade in one hand and bayo­
net in the other sort of thing. It was 
well 1 did, otherwise 1 do not know 
what would ave happened. I managed 
to get a good look at the plumber 
without him observing me. I exper­
ienced a severe shock. I crept away 
immediately, and. in military parlance 
reported to my wife.
"Did yon speak to him ?V she asked.
“ Not a ward," I said, “but I saw him. 
He used to be my colonel."
After you eat—always taks
Instantjv relieves H—rtbunyBIol ■ 
reeling. Stops food soaring;a d G u i y  _ __________
repeating, and all stomach miseries, 
Ami jiiwtwMdMQOite. I m m  Sw m > 
tweet and ■trooff. lacrm—  Vitality and Pan.
EATOJHCta tbaboct rwnei 
sanda wonderfully banafttod. 
or two a day to ujnit P, 
toplMMorwowUlnfoa 
hoK today. Yea wifi *oo»
.Teniaft
visited Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sawyer.
MONTICELLO
Miss Madaline Jewell has recovered 
from a long run of Typhoid fever.
Mrs. A. A. Stanley returned Satur­
day from a weeks visit in Presque Isle.
Geo. W. Bull is confined to his 
home by illness, a trained nurse is in 
attendance.
Miss Sadie Melvin has returned 
from the Madigan hospital, much im­
proved in health.
Clifford Boulfer and Berry Small re­
turned home last week, from sixteen 
months service In France.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Lowrey of
EAST HODGDON
Rev. A. M. Thomston will preach in 
the Union church next Sunday, Aug. 
24.
Baker announced last 
week. Many men now in the army j 
will be retained to care for large stores 
of equipment remaining on hand.
Secretary Baker announced some- > 
time ago that the army would be re­
duced to the peace-time strength pro­
vided in the national defence act by ,
 p|.eSqUe fgte spent the week end in 
attended Riverside camp meting, Mon- town the guests of relatives.
day.
Mlee Dorothy McCain spent the past 
gwo weeks at Crescent Park a mem­
ber of a bouse party of Houlton High 
School girls.
Miss Eva Warman who is training 
tor a nurse in Augusta is enjoying a 
short vacation with her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Fred Warman
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Lothrop and 
Miss Fern t McLeod returned from a 
two weeks outing at St. Andrews.
Earle Nason arrivd home Tuesday 
from service in the Medical Corps, in 
an Army hospital in New Jersey for 
sometime.
Miss Anna Aucoin of Houlton was 
the guest of her brother Joseph Au- Sept. 30. At that time, however, there ; 
coin last week. still will remain in the army a num-
Miss .Hazel Woodcock of Nashwaak, ber of men enlisted for the emergency, j 
N. B. is visiting Mrs. Clarence Lon- These will be released as rapidly as 
don for a few weeks. they can ])e repiaced by volunteers.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence London were _______________
visiting friends and relatives at Nash­
waak, N. B., last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rowe and two 
daughters and Mr. Whittier of Alban 
were the guests of their uncle John 
W. C. Grant last week.
PROVES DEMOCRACY
OF AMERICAN ARMY
The plumber who was repairing our 
taps had created quite an impression
^ Rev. Isaac Cheney of Mapleton was
In town Thursday calling on friends 
Ion his way to the camp meeting for 
'the week end.
____ _______ _ i® visiting ! Mrs. Joseph Davis of Woburn, Mass.
relative* to St. Stephen, N. B. j arrived last week and is the guest of
Frank Conroy of Sherman was &jher mother Mrs. M. J. Hogan and 
caller In this town on Sunday. other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred London spent!
Sunday with relatives in Hartland
LETTER B
Mrs. Anthony McLean
P R I C E S
$5 to $10
Mr .and Mrs. A. E. Thompson were 
viMting relatives in Ludlow on Sat­
urday.
A  number of people from this town 
attended Littleton camp meeting,
Sunday. ’ _ 4
Mrs Oscar Stevens returned Satur­
day frem a visit with relatives in
Danforth
j Mr. and Mrs. Young and two chil- 
I dren and Miss Effie Gray of Lowell, 
[Mass., are in town visiting relatives 
I making the trip by auto.
Sergt.’ Jasper Nickerson was calling 
ion his many friends last Saturday 
j  having just returned from overseas 
(after serving two years in the Medi- 
i cal division
We have learned that the Chautau-
Miss Rachael Spellman of Littleton i qua will be in Monticello on Sept. 30th 
was the guest ot Miss Lillian Crawford j Oct, 1st and 2nd. Everybody should 
tor several days last week. I Plan to attend, as these are first class |
Mrs Alice Hartt who has been the | entertainment and well worth the 
guest of her sister Mrs. George Mit- j  price of admission, 
chell, has returned to her home in Fair- i Lieut. Roy Good arrived home Wed- j 
Held- nesday morning from over seas ser- j
Mr .and Mrs. James Gartley and!vice. He has been with the Army of 
children of Watson settlement, Mrs. j Occupation in Germany since the ; 
Allan Wilson and Mr. and Mrs. Stan- ; armistice was signed. His many 
ley McBride of Belleville, N. B. were j  friends are glad to see him back, 
guests of Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick on 
Sunday.
HODGDON
James Taylor Is still on the sick list.
Mrs. R. L. Perrigo returned Sunday 
from visiting in Easton.
The conditions of Prof. Lindsay’s 
wife remains unchanged.
Mf. and Mrs. S. E. Taylor entertain­
ed a party of friends last week.
Mrs. Beecher Howard and Mrs. Del­
la Monahan have been visiting in 
Providence, R. 1.
Mrs! B. C. Ingraham, Mrs. Charles 
Skofleld and Miss Gilpatrick ha/e been 
•ntertatog guests from New Brunswick
-Percy Perrigo and family, Mrs. J 
W. Cahill and son Edward were in 
Woodstock and Centerville last week.
Rev*. D. A. McKinnon and family and 
B. B. Betts and family returned from 
in'auto trip to New Brunswick lastSunday.
Mte. J. W . Cahill and son Edward of 
Bradford, Mass., have been the guests 
the post week of Mr. and Mrs. Percy
^*Mr*and Mrs. John Curtis, Mr. Wil­
liams, Misses Wllda and Gladys Cur­
tis of-Danforth were guests of Mr. and 
Mrs- W. J. Moore last week.
(  J  v r t j
R ' O I N N E R  TUBE
FISKE AND PORTAGE TIRES
There is no need to send or 
go out. of Oakfield to buy 
your inner tubes
W ecarry a size to fit your 
car and you get them by 
Calling at j
OAKFIELD DRUG COMPANY,
BOSTONIANS 
A. J. BATE’S
For Men
A complete line of New Fall 
Styles now readyMcGary
Shoe Company
H ou lion , M ain e
BRIDGEWATER
Mrs. Ellery Smith was in Presque 
sle recently.
Dr. and Mrs. Jackson are entertain- 
og friends from Portland this week.
M. A. Randall and party were at 
Irand Falls, N. B., Thursday for the 
lay.
Dorothy Cookson of Waterville Is a 
nest for a few weeks at Dell Cook- 
on’s.
Dr. and Mrs. W. D. Wilder returned 
laturday to Dexter after spending 
everel days at M. A. Randall’s.
Mrs. Henry Clay has returned home 
rom Houlton, she spent several days 
t the Merritt Cottage, Grand Lake.
Geo. A. Spencer of Watervile ar- 
lved to town Friday night and will 
top at John Fulton’s with his wife 
rbo is very ill.
The little of Mr. Scott that was in­
ured several weeks ago In the auto 
ccident at the Bunker Hill settle- 
sent was able to come home Friday 
rom the Mare Hill hospital.
Central Maine Fair
UTTLETON
John Newcomb of Boston is a guest 
at the home of J. D. Ross.
Mrs. Fowler of Madison is visiting 
her daughter Mrs. Fred Ervlngs.
Mrs. Frank Jewell of Easton is the 
most of her consin Mrs. Miles Libby.
Miss MUdjren Ross of Boston ar­
rived home lost week tor a short visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Porter attended 
Riveraide comp meeting on Thursday.
Hon. Ira 0. Hgrfey and wife were 
the guasts tf friends and relatives on 
f lggjgjr.
Prescott and son of Everett,
Waterville, Maine
Sept. 9, lO, 11, 12
M aine’s G r e a t e s t  A g r i c u l t u r a l
The Finest Display of Livestock ever 
shown in the State.
More Farm Machinery than was ever 
brought together in New England.
A Midway filled with real amusement 
features.
Airplane flights daily by a Canadian
1 War Aviator.
Tfre Greatest race program ever seen 
in Maine.
Exhibition
A Real Fair For Maine People •  •
B U Y  F U R N I T U R E
o  f
J. E. TARBELL & SONS
--------- S m y rn a  M ills , M a in e ----------
Because they carry a large line of fine house 
furnishings and sell lower. They have this de­
partment linked with their other business in such 
a way that the cost of handling the line is less 
than 3 per cent. No furniture, store can compete. 
Ask the man who has compared the prices or, 
better still, compare the prices yourself. They 
positively undersell and pay the freight to any 
part of Aroostook County.
T T n t  ^  ^
O g F l / i E D
*V rxf,H<?T<?
s_)*  ~
li7zygpEag>M^ G.BEECHfR CHVRQHILL.lessee s. manager
Home of Refined Photo Plays. Program issued every 
Monday, bringing to your door masterpieces from the 
---------------  highest paid artists in screendom. ——*— —-
Program Week of Aug. 18
WEDNESDAY
B L A N C H  B A T E S  and
H O B A R T  B O S W O R T H
in Jane 1 1revV Slory
“The B o rd e r L e g io n '1
WEEKLY CURRENTS EVENTS
k THURSDAY
J. W A R R E N  K E R R IG A N
in one of his latest pictures
“Best M an ”
NEWS and COMEDY
FRIDAY
H A L E  H A M IL T O N  t ,: .<
in 5 reel Comedy Drama  ^ j? iP  /
“T h a t’s G ood”
ANIMAL REEL and KATZENJAMMER KIDS
YJ v / i  ’
SATURDAY
State Right All Star Cast
“Once to E v e ry  M an ”
Also Fox Sunshine Two reel comedy “ MD'uae’Ppf *1
<
MONDAY
O W G N  M OORE
in Rex Beach’s Story
“Crim son G a rd en ia ”
FORD EDUCATIONAL and NEW YORK VOD-A-VIL
TUESDAY
G L A D Y S  B R O C K W E L L
m
“Pitfalls of a Big City”
EDDIE POLO
IV'iUTT & JE F F  in Funny Cartoons
HA*
rtA!
/CSftNj
A HEARTY LAUGH’S THE MEDICINE THAT DRIVES 
AWAY THE BLUES, AND FIFTEEN CENTS AT THE 
TEMPLE GIVES MORE LAUGHS THAN YOU CAN USE 
A REAL ANTIDOTE FOR THE GROUCH
The 3rd and 4th Pictures will be shown once each day 
all this week
